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Students find RSVP work in Dominican Republic enlightening
by Michele Wucker
Having spent their spring break
spent examining development problems in the Dominican Republic,
nine Rice students made an importantdiscovery. When you're trying to
help someone, they found out, what
you don't do is often as important as
what you do.
""Die best way to help is to encourage people to keep helping themselves. I had never seen that before,"
said Deirdre Ragan, a Will Rice junior on t h e Spring Break-Away trip
organized by the Rice Student Volunteer Program.
Amidst t h e astonished stares of
the residents of the tiny town of El
Castillo [Las Ruinas de La Isabela],
the Rice g r o u p dug the first shovelfuls of dirt for a nursery.
Many of t h e youths of El Castillo
soon took up their example and
joined in. "We started something,
and helped to provide motivation and
create interest," said f r e s h m a n
Bobby Kapur.
T h e plot where the group worked
will help provide trees to reforest the
surrounding area on the North Coast
of the Dominican Republic, between
Cuba and Puerto Rico. It was at La
Isabela that Columbus established
the first community in the New
World.
Today, the people of tiny towns

dotting the area suffer from poverty
that is reflected in malnutrition, gastrointestinal diseases, lack of education, and deforestation. Dr. Rafael
Castizanos, head of the development
program for the area, said the c o m
munity is drawing up a comprehensive proposal for addressing those
problems.
T h e RSVP group participated in a
meeting in which area residents discussed their needs and goals in
improving living conditions.
In addition to the Isabela project,
the Rice students visited the poor La
Zurza barrio of Santo Domingo, an
area in which the Dominican Integral Development Institute [IDDI]
has several projects that identify
needs and help people meet them.
T h e program stresses the involvement of the communities that seek
aid.
During their trip, t h e RSVP group
worked with students at the Dominican-American Cultural Institute.
Also, John Seibel of Entrena, a c o m
pany that trains the Peace Corps
volunteers in this country, gave an
orientation session on development
and the Dominican Republic.
The group received sponsorship
from a Houston church, American
Airlines and t h e Rice University
Career Services Center, as well as
help from Santo Domingo's Hotel
Caribeno and National Car Rental,
and the Santo Domingo News.

Career Services Center director
Bob Sanborn and RSVP coordinator
Paul Winkler accompanied the
group.
Lovett sophomore Amy Keener
did much of the coordination work
for the trip. She had spent the previous s u m m e r living in the Dominican
Republic doing an internship with
the Santo Domingo News, the country's English-language newspaper.
While in Santo Domingo, the Rice
students stayed with Dominican
families as part of a cultural interchange arranged by t h e Universidad
Nacional Pedro Henriquez Urena
[UNPHU].
Living with families and interact-

ing with Dominicans they met
around the country, the Rice students learned important lessons
about people and culture.
Although they saw poverty, the
students were all impressed that the
people were eager to offer what they
had.
W h e n junior Julie Langenbacher
rode a public b u s one day, a man got
up to offer his seat to a woman with
children. T h e lady told him that the
seat was for "la senorita" —Julie.
And, in El Castillo, a group of
residents treated some of the volunteers to soft drinks.
T h e students were impressed by
the strong sense of family they saw.

Many people, they said, relied on
their family and friends.
"In the U.S. often the attitude is
that you have to do it yourself or else
it is not good," Kapur said.
Brown College sophomore Neva
Phair said s h e learned that the values taught in the U.S. are not necessarily the best.
"The mother of the family I stayed
with has a brother who lives in El
Paso. She used to want to move
there, but not anymore, because she
doesn't want to leave everyone she
has
here.
That
is
more
important,"said Phair.
The Rice students agreed that the
SEE

RSVP, PAGE 8

Malfunctioning Jones elevator
causes temporary evacuation
by Jim Kelly
Residents of Jones College North
got an unpleasant post-Spring Break
surprise Sunday night when smoke
pouring from a malfunctioning elevator motor forced t h e evacuation of
the building.
' No one w a s injured in the incident, which took place around 9 p.m.
Five Houston Fire Departmentunits,
including two ladder trucks, responded.
"I c a m e back from dinner and
smelled smoke," Jones Resident
Associate Mark Hicks said, "and
then I went outside and noticed
smoke was coming from t h e top of
Jones."
Within a short time, Hicks said,
the first floor of t h e building was full
of acrid-smelling smoke. At that
point h e called the campus police,
who pulled the fire alarm when they
arrived.
According to Campus Safety Officer Bill Glidden, the smoke was the

result of a mechanical failure in an
elevator traction motor.
"It was just smoking," Glidden,
who has recently been certified by
the National Board of Fire Investigators as a Certified Fire and Explosion
Investigator, said. "There wasn't any
incipient fire at alL T h e firemen did
discharge dry chemical fire extinguishers on t h e motor, but by that
time the smoke had stopped coming
out"
Similar problems have occurred
with J o n e s elevators three times in
t h e recent past, Glidden said, but
attempts to modify t h e elevators to
prevent the reoccurrence of these
problems have been frustrated by
city regulatory requirements.
"I assume that the elevators w e r e
put in when they first built the college in 1957," Jones Master Walter
Isle said. "I think it would be a good
idea to have new elevators but I'm
sure that would be a very expensive
proposition." A Physical Plant representative estimated repairs will cost
about $900.

All-around champion Ty Murray rides Frenchie's Skoal in the Saddlebronc
Riding event on the final day of th&Jwoweek long Houston Livestock Show
and Rodeo, held recently at the Astrodome.

Rice students on spring break gather with Dominicans after a day of helping the Dominicans help themselves.

Rice's role in Economic Summit
plans becoming more defined
by John Weimer
Even though t h e 1990 Summit of
Industrialized Nations is more than
four m o n t h s away, decisions have
already been m a d e as to many of the
responsibilities Rice will have and
how it will meet them.
Ten university buildings will be
used to accommodate the event, to
be held July 9 to July 11.
In addition to those buildings
surrounding the academic quadrangle, Herring Hall, Cohen House,
Wiess Commons, and the Ley Student Center will be used exclusively
for summit activities.
Lovett Hall, Fondren Library, and
Herring Hall will be the focus of
meetings between t h e heads of state,
foreign ministers and finance ministers.
T h e twice daily meetings, known
as plenary sessions, between the
seven heads of state and representatives of the European Economic
Community will convene in the
Founders Room in Lovett Hall.
"Essential administrative offices will
be relocated to a college," said Carl
MacDowell, assistant to Rice President George Rupp.
Meals will be served in Cohen
House and the Wiess Commons for
the heads of state, foreign ministers,
finance ministers, and the various
m e m b e r s of their support staffs. This
arrangement will require the temporary dislocation of the Wiess College
feeding troughs.
Contrary to earlier reports, all

delegations will have hotel accommodations. MacDowell said that,
"There is a possibility that some U.S.
government employees may be living on campus." With approximately
600 people, the U.S. delegation is
significantly larger than any of the
other delegations.
On-campus journalists will occupy the Grand Hall in the Rice
Memorial Center. Only a select
group of journalists will be brought
on c a m p u s at any o n e t i m e ,
MacDowell said. T h e visits will be
primarily for photo opportunities.
The approximately 4,000 visiting
journalists expected to cover the
event will use the George R. Brown
Convention Center as their headquarters. "All briefings of the press
will be done at the convention center," MacDowcll said.
From there, some journalists will
be shuttled to the Rice campus on
Metro buses allotted especially for
that purpose. Other journalists will
focus on the summit's setting, Rice
University, Houston, and Texas, as
well as other topics only peripherally
related to t h e economic s u m m i t
T h e administration is in the proce s s of producing videos to be distributed to interested media sources.
"There will be some filming of university faculty and university campus. T h e clips will be used in media
relations to encourage t h e m to do
stories about Rice and to provide
background film for summit coverage," MacDowell said.
In addition, a computerized HyperCard consisting of information

about Rice is being compiled by students for media use. It will include
profiles of William Marsh Rice, the
university presidents, and specific
programs and professors. It will also
cover facts about the student body
and information about student life.
Lyle Williams, student coordinator of the project, said, T h e writing
we hope to have finished by finals."
Except for computer programmers
needed to respond to a potential crisis during the summit, the writing
will conclude the project.
The rice reader, University Relations' biweekly publication, reported
that all expenses for modifications
done on campus will be paid for by
the federal government. Rice will
provide the campus buildings, as
well as food for the working delegations at no charge. In order to offset
the costs, however, t h e university
will use donations or gifts from the
community.
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You too can save the Earth
The ailing Earth. It is the issue that makes every one of us cringe
inside, in a mixture of pain, anger and guilt.
A plethora of books have come out in the last few years on this
topic. One of the best is entitled 50 Simple Things You Can Do to Save
the Earth, by the Earthworks group. Although it contains the alarming statistics of the pollution we hear about on the news(right after
the murders, drug arrests and escapades of unethical politicians), it
does not leave the reader feeling that the situation is hopeless.lt
challenges the reader to change her or his habits. Despite your best
Rice attempts at procrastination, most of them are painfully simple.
In addition to recycling newspaper, aluminum and glass, which
many Rice students already do, 50 Simple Things offers novel ways to
stop huge amounts of waste, in everyday tasks that seem innocent.
Eor instance, did you know that the junk mail you receive this year
is the equivalent of 1-1/2 trees? More importantly, you can reduce the
amount you receive by up to 75% by writing to Mail Preference
Service, Direct Marketing Association, 11 West 42nd St., P.O. Box
3861, New York, NY 10163-3861.
This one is even easier: by not running the tap continuously while
you brush your teeth or shave, you save up to 9-14 gallons, every time.
If an entire college did that, the savings on campus for a semester
would be 382,000 gallons of water.
For those of us blessed with automobiles, don't let the car idle for
more than a minute or so; after that, it will take less gas to restart it
than to keep it running. And keep your car tuned up— it will use up
to 9% less gasoline that way.
This and many other books and materials are available to help us
all help our weary world. Get on the road to ecologically conscious
living. And don't forget to recycle your Thresher*.
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Statements for Tuesday's Honor Council, RSVP, U. Council elections
Thomas
Wright

Honor
Council
at-I^arge
Do you want someone on the Honor
Council who understands and sympathizes with students, but is not afraid to
cast the right vote?
Do you want someone who has an entire
year of experience as Freshman Representative, someone who has absorbed hours
(yes, hours) of information and debate?
Do you want someone who is not afraid to
speak his mind? When you or someone
you know has his/her grades on theline— it's important.
Do you want someone who will get the
facts straight and will fair and unprejudiced?
Do you want a friend on the Honor Council?
You, the student body of Rice University, deserve someone you can count on,
someone with experience and a sense of
right and wrong. Make the right choice.
For Honor Council Member-at-Large,
choose Thomas Wright
Kevin
Skadron

Honor
Council
at-Large
One reason I really looked forward to
coming to Rice was its Honor System.
The Honor System is almost unique, and
it is a tradition Rice should be proud of.
Unfortunately, the Honor System is
growing weaker. Students are apathetic
about the Honor Code, and now an increasing number of professors distrust
students, believing they abuse such
privileges as take-home tests.
The greatest weakness of the Honor
System is a lack of participation. I feel
future Honor Councils must make a
greater effort to emphasize how fortunate we are to have the Honor System,
and stress the benefits the system lets us
enjoy.I would also like to see the Honor
Council become more encouraging toward student input on rules and procedures. When students realize that the
Honor Code is not an abstract set of rules
but just as much a part of their lives as
college life and classes, I believe the
Honor System will experience a needed
revival. Finally, future Councils must
stress the urgent necessity of reporting
infractions of the Honor Code. This, indeed, is the crux of the problem here at
RiceThe failure of the students to enforce their own Honor Code has led to
the lack of trust our professors exhibit
today.
I sincerely hope that I will have a
chance to serve as an Honor Council
justice. I would take immense satisfac-

tion from the opportunity to give some of
my time and effort back to the system
which means so much to me.
Carol Lynn
Trippitelli

Honor
Council
at-Large
Qualifications: Honor Council Chairman 1989-90, Internal Vice Chairman as
junior class representative 1988-89,
Honor Council Ombudsman 1987-88.
The Honor System is one of the most
valuable aspects of the Rice community.
During the past several years 1 have held
a variety of positions on the Honor Council, and have found these commitments
to be extremely worthwhile. In serving
as Chairman of the Honor Council this
year, I have further realized the tremendous amount of support we have from the
administration and the faculty. We have
spent a considerable amount of time this
year discussing areas of the Honor System that can be strengthened. One such
area is the orientation of faculty members. In particular, the Honor Council
plans to conduct more thorough orientations for new faculty members and to
reorient all faculty members next year. 1
would welcome the opportunity to participate in effecting these improvements,
and to continue my service as a representative to a Council that is committed to
supporting academic integrity.
Andra
Blomkalns

Honor
Council
at-Large
The Honor Council defends perhaps
the most important and fundamental
maxims of Rice University: Perform with
ability and confidence, and thereby establish oneself as an individual significantly contributing to a competitive academic setting. This essential right is
protected by the Honor Code. It protects
us from any breach of integrity and provides us with a number of freedoms as
well as a number of responsibilities.
These freedoms must be defended fervently and undeniably. These responsibilities, likewise, must be valued and
seized!
I intend to embrace the opportunity
to represent you on the Honor Council
with the vigor and pride necessary to
uphold and promote the code of this
institution. By contributing time and effort exceeding that expected of me, I will
lend myself to the aspect of Rice that I
value most. Vote Andra Leah Blomkalns
— Honor Council Representative at
Large.

Rob
LaVohn

Honor
Council
at-Large
Qualifications: Honor Council Freshman Rep '88-'89
The Honor Council is probably the
least politico of offices one can be elected
to at Rice. Despite this fact, there are still
issues to be addressed. I would say that
my year of experience on the Council has
enlightened me 'o this, but that's not
true. I became aware of the main problem with the Honor Code this year. The
fault as I see it is not the much-publicized
student apathy. Nor does Rice have
many students who wittingly violate
their oath to preserve the Honor Code.
The greatest present danger is ignorance. Ignorance not just on the part of
students like ourselves, but a debilitating
lack of knowledge exhibited by some
professors about the most fundamental
precepts of the code. This is not due to a
lack of effort by the Council. However,
the orientation of new professors is relatively brief. Students cant,.it giasp all
there is to know about the rode in their
orientation either. Both students and
profs are often reticent to ask questions.
I can't say I can answer this problem
easily. The Council n ust make a more
concerted effort in educating students
and profs alike. I ask for your vote, even
though I don't have all the answers. Let
me put my experience and ideas to work.
Thanks for considering.
Jaime
Fernandez
Honor
Council
at-Large

One of the main reasons that I was attracted to Rice University was the Honor
Code. I wanted to attend a university in
which I was considered "innocent" before the trial, and not the other way
around. Rice is one of the few universities
in this country in which we are given an
opportunity to demonstrate when we can
be trusted with our own work. And that is
the way that if I am elected, I will try to
preserve it Whenever I will have to judge
a case, I will always assume that the
suspect is innocent, and thus I will make
the accuser prove beyond the reasonable
doubt that suspect is guilty.
Richie
Ehlers

years I have had the opportunity and
privilege of serving as an Ombudsman
on the Honor Council and, in that time, I
have acquired a better understanding of
the Honor System and a deeper appreciation of what it means at Rice—trust and
mutual respect among students and
teachers I feel that my two years as
Ombudsman affords me a degree of
experience that will help me to do a better job as a member of the Honor Council. I would like the opportunity to serve
you, the students of Rice University, as a
member of the Honor Council and would
appreciate your vote.
Joe
Castro

Honor
Council
at-Large
The Honor System is a unique quality
that separates Rice from other universities. We take tests without proctors
watching closely over us; we are often
even able tc take home exams, something you don't «ee at many other
schools. We all si*, '-"r >"ork with an
oath of integrity. All of thta^ Jiings show
our respect for the honor syste. and our
eagerness to earn our grades, not just
receive them. But for this system to work
we need people to serve on the Honor
Council, an organization committed to
upholding our belief in the Honor System.
The Council needs people with
compassion and mercy but who are
ready to stand firm by the rules which
keep Rice University the exemplary
school that it is. I am asking for the
opportunity to serve you on the Honor
Council based on these beliefs which I
hold to be true.
Mark
Permann

Honor
Council
at-Large
The Honor Code enables the students of Rice University to learn in an
environment of mutual trust; the Honor
Council serves to promote and protect
this environment I would like to educate
current and incoming students about the
Honor Code, and determine when the
Code, and the environment of trust it
brings with it, are threatened or violated.
By electing me as an At-I.arge member of
the Honor Council, you give me the
opportunity to do so.
David
Bixby

Honor
Council
at-Large
Fellow Students:
Since coming to Rice three years ago,
I have endeavored to serve the students
of my college and the University in any
and every way I could. For the last two

University
Court
at-Large
My name is David Bixby. I am a junior
at Baker College and I am running for an
at-large postion on the University Court.

The right to a trial by your peers rather
than the Dean of Students is a very important right As a university court justice, I
believe that I will be an especially fair and
understanding judge of my peers. I have
had qutie a bit of experience with the
university justice system. I know how it
does and doesn't work. I will take my job,
but not myself, very seriously. And most
importantly, I will make sure that the'
rights and privileges of the students are
seen to first. I will appreciate your vote.
Thank you.
Mich^icl
Brisch
University
Court
at-Large

Why am I seeking to be your U. Court
at-large representative? Because I can
make a difference in the Court, I have the
need experience (as head, ombudsman
for the Cou rt th is past year), and I was not
elected junior rep. I do not need to waste
your time with a long statement, so I will
just ask that you vote for Mike Brisch
next Tuesday. Thank you.
Philip
Miller

University
Court
at-Large
My name is Phil Miller. I am currently a junior from Baker. The University Court is very important to me. As a
justice this past year I have seen the court
take shape under the new Judicial Code.
It has been a growth process for those of
us involved. In the past year I have
chaired the committee on standard penalties and have been involved in efforts to
come up with a Code of Conduct This is
a very important issue for the Rice community. Most students have no idea what
their rights and responsibilities are, due
to the obscurity of much of the literature.
It is r r r £nal to have a working, clearly
stated Code nf Conduct for students to go
by before next February. I have been
very involved on campus over the last
three years. I am currently a bartender at
Willy's Pub as well as a member of the
Rice Men's Volleyball team and have
served on the Baker Cabinet in the past
Consider your vote carefully, for tHe
composition of next year's court is very
important to the judicial process.
Madhav
Chinnappa

University
Court
at-Laige
Well. Ifs me again, just in case that
you don't remember who I am—I'm
Madhav Nadikerinda Subbiah Chinnappa. Most people call me Madh for
some strange reason.
I was an ombudsman last year so I do
SEE STATEMENTS, PAGE 3
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know something about the U. Court syste.r, AT in
all, it is a pretty good system but it IMs room lor
improvement 1 believe that the U. Court n-^ied
people who understand Rice and believe that every
case is unique.
Thafs all I really have to say, so please vote for
me. Be peaceful.
Gregory
Meeks

BY

w

Lefs break it down. Just It means, you know—
only, no more than, thafs all, etc. Then, of course,
there's the ice, which is just water. Wei!, it's frozen
of course, but it's still water. 1 mean, yev can't drink
it or anything, but—you knew wha. I'm talking
about
Wait a minute, 1 just thought of something. Ice
can also mean diamonds. T h a f s cool. Maybe we're
not just talking about water here. Diamonds are
really just carbon, aren't they? I like carbon. My
mom's made of carbon.
No, I really don't see what carbon has to do with
anything. Unless...no, never mind. I forgot what I
was going to say. You know what I'm talking about
Jean
Chen

"THE DONALD WAS
MORE PHILOSOPHICAL.
I JUST WANT TO GET PAST
MS AND START DATING
STARLETS.

f WITHOUT \
HIM, I'M...
I'M... LESS
RICH1

THE DONALD... SNIFF!'
THE DONALD •

2.-263

I'M TRULY SORRY THINGS
DIDN'T TURN OUT 3ETTER. I
MEAN, WE UJORKED ON
THIS MARRIAGE1

WE CONSULTED
MR. TRUMP THE BEST PLASTIC
WHAT PO YOU SURGEONS IN
THE COUNTRY.
MEAN BY
BUT PEOPLE
^/WORKED
CHANGE
ON"?

MR. TRUMP, HAS THIS
VERY MESSY PUBLIC
FEUD WITH YOUR WIFE
CHANGED YOUR FEELINGS TOWARD

IVANA'S /? GREAT GAL. FOR
TWELVE YEARS, SHE WAS
ALWAYS TWO STEPS BEHIND
ME WHENEVER I NEEDED
HER. YOU CANT BUY THAT KIND
OF SUPPORT!
NOTCHEAPLY ANYWAY-

DONNIE, NO. I'M NOT SEEING
ARE YOU ANYONE. IT'S BIMBO
STILL
UMBO UNTILTHIS
SEEING
THING COOLS OFF.
MARIA
MAPLES
NOW?

BESIDES, MARIA AND I ARE JUST I'M ALSO NOT HAVING AN AFFAIR
WfTHRAQUEL WELCH, MADONNA,
GOOD FRIENDS. I DON'T KNOW H0U!
SHE FOUND OUT I WAS GREA T IN PAULA ABPUL. CHER. MORGAN
OR BO DEREK1 I
THE SACK, BECAUSE WE'RE DEFIN FAlRCHILD
CATEGORICALLY DENY IT.'
ITELY NOT HAVING AN AFFAIR1 IF
WE WERE, I'D KNOW ABOUT IT.

RSVP
Chairperson
Qualifications: Current Secretary of RSVP;
Jones College RSVP Rep (1988); SA Charities Committee—Meal-a-Month; Hunger and Homelessness
Awareness Week—Publicity Committee; Outreach
Day Project Coordinator; 1990 National Campus
Outreach Opportunity League (COOL) Conference
in LA.; COOL Publicity at 10,000 Maniacs concert;
AMIGOS Big Sister; O.U.T.REACH Tutor (two
years); Rutabaga Territory Volunteer; Teach For
America Student Partner; H.I.S.D. Youth Health
Fair Guide
This year, RS.V.P. and H.I.S.D. received the
National Creative Partnership Award—the culmination of much hard work on the part of many Rice
students. Over a few years, R.S.V.P. has grown from
the dream of one student to the active organization
it is today.
I am honored to be a part of a program whose
very foundation refutes the myth of Rice apathy. I
see proof, every day, of individuals whose concern
and contributions to society shake this myth.
But RS.V.P. is still young and still evolving, and
it needs qualified and committed leadership.
RS.V.P. has not yet joined the ranks of the R.P.C. or
the S A Coordination and cooperation with these
and other various campus organizations should
improve the scope of RS.V.P.'s reach.
I have been involved in RS.V.P. since my freshman year—first as a volunteer, then as a college rep,
and finally as secretary of RS.V.P., acting as a liaison
to the college reps. From my different vantage
points within the organization, I have come to realize
the various problems, strengths, and duties of
RS.V.P. I believe that I can provide RS.V.P. with
insight and direction. Thank you.

TRUDEAU

IT'S NOT THE MONEY. IT'S
THE DONALD IUJANT.' I
KNOW IT'S TRES EUROPEAN,
BUT HE'S MY EVERYTHING!

IGH ABOVE MANHATTAN, THE
SOBS OFA SPURNED SPOUSE
ECHO THR0U6H THE 50ROOMS
OF HER EMPTY TRIPLEX.

University
Court
at-Large

G.B.

THAT S A
HELLUVA
HEADLINE,
DONNIE'

IF YOU SAY
SO YOU'GUYS
ARE THE
PROS.

[iwW
IM NOT GOING 70 ANSWER ANY
I MET MARIA AFTER I SAW
MORE QUESTIONS ABOUT MARY EX-HER IN THAT TRUCKER FLICK.
CEPT TOSAYSHESA GOOD FRIEND SHE PLAYED "SECOND WOMAN
AND SHE COMPLETED/ RAN
AHJAY WITH THE MOVIE '

I KNOW ACTING, AND
BELIEVE ME, THAT WAS
ACTING'. SHE COMMANDED
THE SCREEN, ABSOLUTELY
DOMINATED IT, ESPECIALLY
HER LEGS!

AND THAT'S
YEAH. I
WANTED HER
WHEN YOU
DECIDED YOU'DFRIENDSHIP 1
LIKE TO BE
HAP TV HAVE
GOOD FRJENDS.

Julie
Langenbachcr
R.S.V.P.
Chairperson

Qualifications: RS.V.P. Internal Vice-Chairperson; Coordinator of the AMIGOS program 1988-89
and 1989-90,1987-88 participant; involved with Outreach Day for last 3 years as participant and/or organizer, as well as with other RS.V.P. projects
I feel that the most important qualifications I
have for the job of RS.V.P. Chairperson, which
include and relate to those listed above, are my
S f f STATEMENTS, PAGE 4

Thresher

I GOTTA SAY TO YOU PEO
PIE, I CANT BELIEVE ALL
THE PRESS THIS THING'S
ATTRACTED.

THIS IS THE DIVORCE OR THE
DECADE, OF THE CENTURY! THIS
DIVORCE IS SO BIG I GOT 65
PEOPLE AT A PR. FIRM WORKING NIGHT AND DAY TO GET OUT
MY SIDE OF
THE STORY'

HELL, I'VE GOT NINE PEOPLESPECIALISTS, THE WPS IN THEIR
FIELD - JU5T HANDLING QUES TONS ABOUT MY INFIPELITY1

I MEAN, I'M TALKIN'
ABOUT TOP, TOP TALENT'
I'M TALKIN' YOUNG, BLOND,
AND HOWITZERS OUT TO HERB!
FIRST CLASS ALL THE WAY'

I THINK YOU'LL BE SEEING A
MAJOR, MAJOR STARLETWTTH
ME1 I HAVEN'T PICKED HER YET,
BUT YOU CAN BANK ON IT!

AND WHAT HEY. YOU PA)
TOP DOLLAR.
A JOB
THEY'VE
YOU'RE GONNA
DONE,
GET GOOD DAMSIR.
AGE CONTROL'
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AS FAR AS PATING GOES, I'M
LAYING BACK NOW, BUTI'LL TELL
YOU, WHEN I DO GO FOR FT, I'LL
BE DATING ONLY THE CIAS SIEST, PRJMO BABES!

HMM

HMM
WHAT
\
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Statements
FROM PAGE 3

OKAY, THAT
UJASTHEKJNKS,AND
NOW IT'S TIME TO TELL
YOU MJHOCU& ARB! IF YOU
CAN'T HANDLE IT, HIT THE
VOLUME! \
J[r

R&JLSMEOR

READY? THIS IS NPR,
AND YOU'RB TUNED
TO.RLRRAWEASY
ROCK!

I KNOW, I
KNOW, YOU
THOUGHT
YOU WERE
GETTING
DOWN-

T
A

strong belief in the importance and value of community service, my commitment to working towards
the success of RS.V.P. programs and projects and to
getting Rice students involved in some type of community service, and above all my sincere desire to
accept this job and to put in as much time and energy
as are needed to do it well. The main duties of
R.S.V.P.'s Chairperson include working with other
officers and staff to carry out all RS.V.P. projects,
which requires maintaining constant communication with all those involved, and also presiding over
regular officer, staff, and committee meetings. I
have more than sufficient experience and skillls in
working with Rice students to handle the above
duties. Those of you who participate in the AMIGOS
progam have worked with me, and should know that
I am willing to put in extra hours and effort to
guarantee that the program runs smoothly. I have
always been an "organizer" in some capacity, and 1
hope to be able to use my organizing energies and
skills to help ensure the continued success of
RS.V.P.'s projects. I would really appreciate your
support! Thank you.

Tyan
Parker
R

'

, 3 M

OKAY,, THAT WAS
THE DOORS, ANP
YOU'RE LISTENING
TO NPR'5
LITE 'N'
EASY
ROCK"!

YOU CAN

' P6HT MY FWRE!

v

SAY, WANNA KNOUJ
MHO YOU ARB? OUR
TARGET AUDIENCE IS
USTEPAS "25 TO 54"!
CATCH THE TOPENP
54 YEARS OCP! WAY
TO GO, GEEZER-HEAPS!

WHY DONT
YOU DON'T
YOU JUST UNDERSTAND ~
SWITCH
I UK5 THIS
STATIONS? MUSIC!

/

COMING UP,
A SONG RE
LEASED A
QUARTERVCENTURY

O\

/
SAL! YOU
HEY.3/6 3R0'
LISTEN ID
WHAT'S FOR MUSIC-WHAT
DINNER 7
DO YOU THINK
OF THIS7 ,

I
'#«!

CANT

6STN0.

FT

^

/

G

i cm

SV&WHWTHAT'S
mriSAAll

I CANT

^ J^S6&U0..$AN$MCTIONI

I MEAN, YOU RS. HIP
TV YOUNG MC, ARENT
YOU? AND MILLI VANILLIC
SOULT1 SOUL* MBASE?
HOW ABOUT PAULA ABDUL7 YOU HAVB TO
KNOW ABOUT HER,
RIGHT*

WITH WHAT'S
HAPPENING
IN MUSIC
NOLU

Hi! I'm Tee and I'm running for RSVP secretary.
This position is really cool because it entails two of
my favorite things: working for people and working
with people. I'm a firm believer in reaching out and
lending support to those who really need i t My
participation in numerous RSVP activities (Teach
for America Day, Outreach Day, volunteering at Star
of Hope shelter) has really sparked my philanthropic energies. I hope to strengthen and expand
student involvement in this program through this
position. Thanks for your consideration.
Angela
Ruiz

WHAT, AM
I IN AN
ELEVATOR
HERE?

&3

TMCO^uSa/

R.S.V.P.
Secretary

//UDCFIO*.

IM MY
PAREM5!
I'M MY

RIGHT:

I CANT WE'LL
STAND HAVE
IT...
MORE
0
SOUTHING
$
FM-UTE

MIKE, YOU'RB
SCARLN'MB
HERE, MAN.

PARENTS!

R.S.V.P.
Treasurer

The most important attribute for an officer of any
organization is commitment As R.S.V.P. representative for Sid Richardson College this year, I have
demonstrated such commitment by making sure
that the college is always well-informed of all programs. On Outreach Day last fall, Sid was the most
represented college, comprising approximately
one-third of all Outreach Day participants. Sid also
continues to be well-represented in many of
R.S.V.P.* s year long programs. I .ant to continue
my commitment to the goals of RS.V.P. by expanding my responsibilities—I would .like to represent
the entire university. 1 am currently taking an accounting class which is providing me with the
knowledge necessary to perform competently in
this position. I believe that my commitment together with this knowledge in accounting, makes
me the best candidate for office of Treasurer.
Ozgur
Bayazatogu
and Phil
Schwa;

r

Sammyv
the Owl
f ) & ? M

50 YOU'RB OUT OF
TOUCH WITH POP!
BIG DEAL! THE
MUSIC POESNT
ADDRESS ITSELF
TO YOU MOIV
ANYWAY!
2=

BESIDES, IF YOU WANT TO GST
INTO THE MUSIC, YOU GOTTA GO
UST5U TO IT! WHEN WAS THELAST
TIME YOU WENT TO A CONCERT?
JUST LASTMONTH!
I WENT TO SEB
PAUL MCCARTNEY!

PAUL MCCARTNEY ?
COUGH/,.
^

YEAH!

I FORGET.
WAS HE
THE SMART
MOPHEAP?

!

THE CUTS
ONE! ANP
PONT YOU
PATRONIZE
M&! \

'

If elected Sammy the Owl, we promise to annoy '
and distract the opponent in any way possible without getting ourselves into too much trouble We are
avid sports fans and are involved in everything.
(Change of tense) Oz, aka the short Lacrosse
player, writes sports articles for the Thresher and
hates all opponents with the same intensity that
George Rupp loves Economic Summits. Phil, hoping to graduate next year, plans on using his 3.4
chugging expertise to enhance the Sammy experience. With Phil being six inches taller than Oz, the
crowd will at least know which one is Sammy at that
time.
Chip Free
and Jeff
Jeffiress

T

Sammy
the Owl

YOU KNOW, BIG PRO, POP
MUSIC HAS AUi/AYS BEEN
EXCLUSIONARY! IT'S
AIMED AT THE YOUNGS'
,4
AND THE RESTLESS! \
YOU'RB NOT SUP- a-/
POSEP TO GET IT!,

WELL, I MIGHT HEY, THAT'S
BE ABLE TO GST WHAT BIG
IT IF THEY'D PITTBAND SALP
THE MELODY ABOUT ROCK!
BACK IN'
AND OUHAT
ROCK SAID
ABOUT DISCO!

EACH GENERATION HAS MOVED POP
FORWARD RHYTHMICALLY. RAP IS HEY, I DO!
MOSTLY PERCUSSION - USUALLY I'VE JUST
NO MELODYAT ALL! THE MUSIC GOT A BAD
IS FOR MOV/N' TO NOW, AND
BACK'.
YOUR AGE DOESN'T
\
DANCE ANYMORE!

(J? I3 VRFH

J1
HANG
ON,
5L00PY,
5LOOPY

ROCK
ON,
BABE.
LATER.

Qualifications: none
We've never been cheerleaders. Weve never
even been members of a drill team. Which means we
are perfect candidates for Sammy the Owl. We have
no preconceived notions as to what Sammy can and
cannot do. We will be energetic and enthusiastic.
We are athletic supporters, and we don't just mean
your average jocks. We intend to support all Rice
athletics (although we don't think the golf team will
appreciate our yells.)
Sammy is also a leader of the student body,
especially at the games. Sammy must represent
both the student body and the university as a whole,
both at home and on the road. Above all, we promise
to represent the spirit of the Rice community. Even
if you don't recognize our faces, you've heard our
voices. Don't forget to vote in the most important
election on March 13th (OK, maybe the state primaries are important, but to us Sammy the Owl is
paramount.)
Vote Chip and Jeff for Sammy!
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Student Admissions Committee prepares for Owl Day
by Lorie list
Owl Day, which is sponsored by
the Rice Admission Office and the
Student Admission Committee
(SAC), will be held on a Sunday and
Monday this year, instead of the traditional Thursday and Friday as in
the past Owl Day is an opportunity
for students who have been accepted
as potential Rice 1990 freshman to
spend a few days at Rice before they
have to make a decision regarding
acceptance.
Assistant Director of Admissions,
Eric Heineman, said, "The purpose
of Owl Day is to provide students
with a preview of campus life, and to
learn firsthand about the academic
and social life at Rice, so that they can
make an educated decision about
choosing Rice."
Heineman went on to explain that

Owl Day is being held on a Sunday
and Monday, April 8 and 9, for purely
physical reasons. "The admissions
office is not able to notify students of
their admission until April 1, because of the large number of applicants. We would like to have Owl
Day two weeks later, which would
give the applicants time to make
plans and reservations to attend.
"However, two weekends later is
Easter, and the weekend after that is
the last day of classes. The only other
time we can hold Owl Day and still
give the applicants time to make
plans is the following Sunday and
Monday, which is six days later, instead of the normal two weeks."
Heineman said that by staying on
a Sunday and Monday, prospective
Rice students will gain a more accurate view of campus life.
The admissions office will send
out acceptance letters to approxi-

mately 900 students, and in years
past over 300 have attended Owl
Day. The prospective students will
then be paired with Rice students
who will act as overnight hosts.
Sid Richardson sophomore Peter
Limperis, who is in charge of matching prospective students with Rice
hosts said, "The process is fairly
simple. We try to match people up
who have the same majors and interests. This year we have an excellent
pool of hosts to choose from, although we can always use more."
Students who wish to host an Owl
should contact the Student Admissions Committee representative at
their college, or contact the admissions office as soon as possible.
The Owls will have an opportunity to attend a variety of social and
academic activities. Diana Puknys,
the§AC executive officer overseeing
Owl Day planning and events said,

Telefund banquet honors volunteers
by Jennifer Rios
About 100 Rice student and
alumni volunteers attended this
year's Rice Telefund banquet Thursday, February 22. The banquet recognized the more than 300 volunteers that helped raise a record
number of pledged donations.
Rice Telefund was initiated on a
nationwide basis five years ago. This
year volunteers raised a record
$278,218.91 in pledges from 3,006
alumni. The telefund involved about
80 students from all eight colleges
and about 250 alumni volunteers.
The banquet honored the colleges which contributed to the success of the Telefund by awarding
each college a cash prize.
Will Rice College, coordinated by
junior Helen Anderson, won the
grand prize for its $14,872 effort
WRC was awarded the grand prize of
$500.
Following WRC was Sid
Richardson College, coordinated by
sophomore Hallie Stollman, and
Jones College, coordinated by freshman Beth Bromley.Telefund Director Norma McGee said that there
was only $668 difference between
WRC and Jones.
In addition to student participants, about 250 alumni volunteered
throughout the three weeks.
"This year was a record in dollars
raised for the Telefund," said
McGee. "Part of the reason for that is
that we had a lot of good student and
alumni callers helping us, and in the
past we've had only two-week Telefunds while this year we expanded it
to three weeks hoping that it would
give us an opportunity to reach more
people."
McGee also attributed this year's

success to the technique of matching alumni volunteers by college and
year of graduation. "If an alum from
the class of 1970 plans to come, we
try to give him numbers of people
who also graduated in 1970, and also
people living in their same college,"
she said.
"Hopefully that will enable them
to talk with people who have had
similar experiences or they might
contact an old roommate."
Student callers usually contact
alumns from the same college, as
well as more recent graduates,
McGee said.
*
In the first two years of the effort,
SRC took the grand prize and collected the most pledges last year. In
addition to college prizes, students
with the most number of pledges

each night received a cash prize of
$20, as well as the student who raised
the most money each night
Alumni who made the most
pledges each night received cash gift
certificates from the following local
merchants: The Main Street Theater, Laff Stop, Peterson Pharmacy,
Houston Marriott-Medical Center,
Harvey Suites-Medical Center, the
Hyatt Regency, Holiday Inn-Medical
Center, Houston Medical Center
Hilton, Kahn's Delicatessen, Goode
Co. Barbeque, Fu's Garden, Le Peep
Restaurant, Mr. Gatti's Pizza, Prego
Restaurant, Wyndham Warwick
Hotel Red Lion Pub, Allegro Cafe &
Bakery, Bokay Florists, Village
Greenery, British Market, Europe in
the Village, Village linen Co., and
Moeller's Bakerv.

The sophomore architecture
class recently returned from Paris on
its annual spring break trip. The
students chose Paris because it has a
combination of innovative architecture and architecture from many
different historical periods.
The students left for the French
capital Thursday, February 22 and
returned Saturday, March 3. The
school of architecture subsidized a
small part of the expenses, but each
student paid most of the cost of his
trip.
This is the second consecutive
year the sophomore class has gone
to Paris as part of a tradition that
dates back more than twenty years.
Last year's trip to Pariswasoneofthe
reasons this year's class decided to
return.
Professor John Casbarian and
assistant professor Bill Sherman,
who coordinated the trip, "had done
it before," Amy Noble said. "They
were really experienced and knew

Sid Richardson Sophomore
Gambrill Hollister explained, "Last
year a lot of the early decision and
interim acceptances complained
that they weren't invited to Owl Day.
So for four weekends we're giving
these students an opportunity to
experience Rice." Hollister said approximately 30 students would come
each weekend, and would be able to
attend classes and specially organized social activities.
Hosts are still needed for the
weekends of April 15 and 22, and
students should contact their college representative, or the admissions office if interested.

LSAT
GMAT
GRE
30 people together is
great for a party - not
for a prep class.
If you want to raise
your scores - call T h e
Princeton Review!

688-5500
PRINCETON
REVIEW
We Score More!

HEALTHY MALES WANTED
AS SEMEN DONORS:
Help infertile couples. Confidentiality
ensured. Ethnic diversity desirable, ages 18
to 35, excellent compensation. Contact
Fairfax Cryobank, Houston, Texas
799-9937
"PROGRAMMERS
$ll/Hour
art Time now, and full time summer
uiMirt (Suns), C, C with graphics, X windows
PostScript, Oracle, Phigs
PC (OS/2 or DOS) C for lab automation
Send e-mail to: rjones@shell or call
Rick at 663-2050 (work) or 486-7605 (home)
Must have Social Security Number

Lovett's Donna Matthews calls prospective donors during this year's Telefund.

Archis return from City of Light
by Kurt Moeller

"We're hoping there will still be
enough activities that the owls will
get a taste of the social life at Rice on
Sunday."
Traditionally, Owls have attended a campus-wide panel, with
student representatives speaking on
various aspects of campus life. This
year, the same panel will be held
within each college early Sunday
evening. Former admissions officer,
and current Director of Student Activities Sarah Nelson Crawford said,
"Holding the panels within each college will give Rice students an opportunity to be more involved in Owl
Day, and will help emphasize the
uniqueness of the Rice college system."
Although Sunday night is not a
weekend night, prospective students will have the opportunity to
attend many typical weekend Rice
activities. The pub will be open Sunday night, and feature the Rice band
Fifth Column 10-12. T h e Sid
Richardson College play The Fantasticks will be shown that night, and a
movie will be shown at Chemistry
Lecture Hall.
Monday activities are oriented
towards giving prospectives a look at
the academic life at Rice. Prospectives will attend classes in the morning, an open house within each department will be available, and the
final event will be a faculty presentation.
Although Owl Day is only offered
to students accepted under the regular decision plan, the admission office is also offering four different
weekends for students accepted
under the early decision and interim
plans.

how to make things go smoothly."
Josh Firebaugh said only one
other city, Chicago, was seriously
considered. Noble added that many
people wanted to go to Europe because they had never been there
before.
Another reason Paris was chosen
is because "the architecture there is
a rich variety," Firebaugh stated. He
added that besides having architecture from many different eras, it also
contained some of the latest architectural innovations.
Noble stated that because of the
last year's bicenten nial of the French
Revolution, "there's so much new
architecture going on. There's a
great comparison of the old and
new."
An example of this is I.M Pei's
glass pyramid which stands in the
courtyard of the Louvre, said Noble,
who added that in other major European cities, such as London, today's
architecture is much more traditional.
,
Students spent mornings visiting

architecture sites in and around
Paris and had afternoons and evenings free. They compared architecture from different eras of the city to
each other as well as to American
cities.
Andrew Samson said they also
studied the city difference in city
planning. Unlike most American
cities, which arc laid out on grids,
Parisian streets intersect at a diagonal.
The layout of the city "seems kind
of haphazard from the ground,"
Samson said. But from the air, the
plan is noticeable, he said.

LOOK GREAT FOR SPRING BREAK
Start Tanning now at

*THE TAN LINE*
1950 W. Gray, Suite 1 524-0884
LOW STUDENT RATES

NOW HIRING!
""#STROW0RLD/WATERWORLD is kicking into high gear
getting ready for our March opening! So Apply Now!
Extra cash, friends and fun are all waiting for you.

0

GET GOING! The jobs go fast. We have a variety of
positions, with payrates ranging from $3.90-$5.50/hour.
Working in areas such as: Security, Ca$h Control,
Warehouse, Lifeguards, Clerical, Food Service and more.
Weekend positions begin in March and full-time in summer.
APPLY NOW at our Personnel Office located at 9 0 0 1 Kirby Dr.
Stop by for a brief interview.
Monday - Saturday, 9:00am - 5:OOpm
An Equal Opportunity Employer
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New building construction on schedule; Entrance #7 reopened
by Elise Perachio
Despite rainy conditions, construction on the Alice Pratt Brown
Hall for the Shepherd School of
Music and on the George R. Brown

Biosciences and Bioengineering
building is on schedule. Also, Entrance 7, which was closed for installation of a new sewage line during
spring break and this week, should
be reopened today.
Rice Staff Engineer Jun Fuentcs

of Physical Plant said the City of
Houston's Public Works Department installed an eight-inch sanitary
sewage line to run from Entrance 7 to
Rice Boulevard in front of the stadium. This installment is not replacing any current lines, but will serve to

upgrade the current sewage system.
The status of the two new buildings under construction will be described in detail in a newsletter
which Physical Plant plans to release
by the beginning of next week. Information will include the percentage of
completion of various parts of the
buildings as well as what upcoming
events are planned concerning the
buildings.
The newsletter will be mailed to
all departments and will be available
to students in public areas such as
the Rice Memorial Center.
The completion date for the
George R. Brown building is February 1991. Construction on the music
hall will be completed in two stages.
The east wing of the building, which
will house offices, will open in August 1990. The west wing, which
contains mainly practice rooms,

should open in August 1991.
All of these completion dates
were given in the original proposal,
so there have been no changes in the
schedule due to weather conditions.
One part of construction of the
Alice Pratt Brown Hall, the Utilities
West Extension Project, is taking
place in the parking lot by the Ley
Student Center. Rice Staff Engineer
Jill Blackwelder of Physical Plant
said, "Tnis project provides utilities,"
she said.
According to Blackwelder, no
final decisions have been made regarding construction during the
Economic Summit this July.
"Our understanding these days is
that those job sites will not have
normal construction activity. A
skeleton crew will probably be present to respond to any emergencies,"
she said.

Rice college bowl team
wins regional match
by Thresher staff
- :x::;

Literally at the last minute, the
% captain of the Rice College Bowl
team correctly answered a single 10point question at the end of regula-

•-obstruct ion worker peers down surveying scope at one of the buildings being constructed on campus.

BIG EVENT
0^°

SPtClAI
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students

(gadget)

What is the
Rice Campus
Store Annual
Garage Sale?
Where is the
RMC hallway?

When is March
15th and 16th,
10AM to 4PM?

image

Why are we
speaking in
questions?

tion time to defeat Louisiana State
University 175-170 in the final match
of the ACU-I Region XII College
Bowl Tournament, held last weekend here at Rice.
The Rice team, led by freshman
Raymund Eich, had lost the previous
match to LSU by 10 points, and had
managed to overcome a 90-point
deficit at halftime to pull within 5
when time ran out However, Eich
had buzzed in before time was called,
and thus secured the opportunity to
answer the question.
Although only a few words had
been uttered by the moderator, it
was enough for Eich to guess "Martin Luther King, Jr." which fortunately turned out to be the correct
answer.
The Regional Tournament,
which took place in the Rice Memorial Center, featured 18 teams from
Texas, Louisiana, and Arkansas, and
included not only such traditional
Southwest Conference athletic rivals
as the University of Texas and Texas
A&M University, but also smaller'
schools from the region like the
University of New Orleans and
Loyola.
Traditionally, the winning team
from the local tournament goes on to
participate in the regional tournament. However, this year, only one
member of this season's winner
Tangerine Spleen, team captain
Eich, returned for the regional. The
other four, Doug Dawson, Brian
Moore, Tim Pulju, and John Skelton
came from other teams.
Of the five, Eich and Skelton are
freshmen, Dawson is a junior, and
Pulju and Moore are graduate students.
Rice's victory-marks the third
time in as many years that Rice has
won the Regional Tournament The
winner of each regional tournament
earns a berth in the National College
Bowl Tournament.

South Blvd.
Bicycles
"West University Area"

GRAND OPENING SPECIAL
Bicycle Tune Up

$9.95 Reg. $24.95
Includes: Clean chain cluster,
adjust brakes and gears, true
-)

! b-o'M

AS MmiSBMN rv

Rice
Campus
Store

wheels, adjust hubs, crank and
headsets, and re-oil bike.

20% Off
repair and parts for all
students with ID cards
10% Off New Bikes
2419-OSouth Blvd.
526*6196
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SA approves food plan referendum
by Shelley Fuld
The Student Association Senate
discussed the food plan referendum,
approved ballots for next week's
elections, and discussed two constitutional amendments at their meeting Wednesday night at Hanszen
College.
Food Plan Referendum
A referendum on the choice of
food plans will be held in next week's
election on Tuesday. A petition with
over 550 student signatures was
presented by Jeff Stemmons of Invert College to the Senate at the last
meeting, but was not submitted until
this week.
As a result of the late date of the
petition's submittal, the Senate voted
to suspend election rules requiring
that publicity concerning referendums be published in the Thresher
two weeks before the referendum is
run.
Before approving the ballot, the
Senate amended the wording to
make it clear to voters that the decision for next year's food plan will not
be affected by the outcome of the
election, as decisions have already
been made by Food and Housing.
The addendum, "the results of this
referendum will have no effect on the
actual food plan for 1990-1991." was
proposed.
The Senate also approved ballots
for a University Court referendum,
Honor Council and University Court
at-large positions, and Rice Student
Volunteer Program elections.
Permanent Tuition Committee
Baker College Ex-President Kirk
Oden said the Permanent Tuition
Committee will be meeting with
members of the administration to
discuss budgeting and financing
next week.
The next meeting of the Permanent Tuition Committee will be at
7:00 p.m. Tuesday in the Baker
Commons.
Weight Room Committee
Lovett Senator Sean O'Connell
said the Department of Health and
Human Performance has agreed to
spend $1000 to replace the benches
and free weights in the weight room.
The committee is also planning to
discuss Nautilus machines with Vice
President of Student Affairs Ronald
Stebbings.
Constitutional Amendments
The Senate rejected a constitutional amendment proposed by current Thresher editor Sarah Leedy to
limit election statements to 150
words with the exception of the Student Association President candidates, who would be allowed 250
words after Thresher editor-elect Jay
Yates said the amendment would not

be necessary.
"We can handle 250-word statements —in the name of democracy,"
Yates said.
Shannin and Oden proposed an
amendment to change the percentages of signatures necessary to require university-wide referenda. The
proposal would require signatures of
lOpercent of the student body for referenda to change a Senate action and
20 percent for referenda to require
the Senate to act on an issue.
Currently, 5 percent is required
to change a Senate action and 10 percent to force the Senate to act

"Now, half of any college could
bring any Senate action to a vote. It
should be somewhat difficult, require some effort to bring an issue to
referendum. This makes it more difficult but will still allow a student who
chooses to use them to do so," Shannin said.
The proposal will be read again
and then voted on at the next Senate
meeting
The next Senate meeting will be
Monday, March 19, at 10:00 p.m. at
Jones College. The 1990-91 Senate
will have its first meeting Monday,
March 26.

*

Service
523-3253

4 5 1 2 Kelvin
British & E u r o p e a n M o t o r c a r s
Roycc Watts P h D . '79
Partner

John T h u m a n
Managing Partner

Student Discounts

The best pizza in town.

.

tid

664-5700

CASH CONTROL AGENTS
Astroworld is now accepting applications for Cash Control
Agents. Cash Control involves automated balancing of
account, auditing tills, and providing accounting support
to the revenue departments.
Applicants should be able to work weekends in the spring
and fall and full-time in the summer. Starting pay is
$4.65 per hour. Please apply in person, Monday thru
Saturday 9:00am - 5:00pm
Personnel Office 9001 Kirby Drive
An Equal Opportunity Employer

University at Greenbriar
Sunday — Thursday 11 am-12 pm
HOURS

Friday — Saturday

11 a m - 1 a m

RICE UNIVERSITY STUDENT
SPECIALS
ifljp£ip|

IN SUPPORT OF ROBERT KRUEGER

$4.99
Rice Discount Card Special

Democratic Candidate
for
RailRoad Commission
A

For two years Bob Krueger was our colleague
in the Political Science Department. He is a
person of high intelligence, integrity, and
dedication, who has served with distinction
as a Congressman and Ambassador.
We support him for election to the Texas
RailRoad Commission and recommend him
to the Rice community for support.

Small 10*Single Topping Pizza & 12 oz. Pepsi
Extra Topping $1.00

$5.99
MEDIUM 12'CHEESE PIZZA
Extra Topping $1.00
EXPIRATION DATE MAY 11. 1990

Gilbert Cuthbertson
Robert Dix
Richard Stoll
Fred von der Mehden

$6.99
Extra Topping $1.00
EXPIRATION DATE MAY 11. 1990
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June 1 6 t h GMAT Exam classes to
begin March 22nd

Thura 6 P M

Call 9 8 8 - 4 7 0 0

988-4700
7011 SW Frwy #100
522-5113
5925 Kirby #214
Registered u a aponsor of CE in TSBPA

UPGRADE
YOUR
MAC

-a*

MEMORY UPGRADES

Mac Plus, SE 1 to 2.5mb (2 SIMMs)
$159.00
Mac Plus, SE 1 to 4mb (4 SIMMs)
319.00
Mac II. Ilx, Ilex, llci 1 to 5mb (4 SIMMs) 319.00
HARD DRIVES

INTERNAL

EXTERNAL

20mb
45m b
100mb
130mb
45mb Removable

$289.00
359.00
649.00
849.00

$339.00
439.00
749.00
949.00
649.00

CHABAD HOUSE - TEXAS MEDICAL CENTER
1955 UNIVERSITY BLVD.
522-2004
SATURDAY, MARCH
10 th , AT 7:30 PM '

Hard drives include nil necessary cables, software and n
•
I-year warranty. RAM upgrades include'cHifetime warranty.
All products carry a no-risk 30-day money-back-guarantee.
Hardware House is located on the University of Pennsylvania campus.

HanlwareHouse

est 1986

SUNDAY, MARCH
11™, AT 8:30 AM

Listen to the Megilla and
Join the Party!!

341/ Sptuce St., Houston Hnl Lower Level, Philodelphio, PA 19104 • 215-574-3100

CALL NOW 1 -800-726-4622
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LARGE 16*CHEESE PIZZA
John Alford
John Ambler
Kenneth Bickers
Joseph Cooper
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Lots of Hamantaschen and Fun! Come in Costume!
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Houston area. The Rice students
serve as role models, teaching about
friendship, providing support, warning against drug use, and encouraging the children to continue in
school.
Sophomores Amy Keener and
Neva Phair also participate in the
program. Keener and Phair, as well
as Sid Richardson College sophomore Angela Ruiz, make sure students in their residential colleges
know about RSVP projects that need
volunteers.
Kapur works in RSVP's homeless
program and was present at a march
in Washington, D.C., for the homeless.
Almost all of the students on the
trip, including Elisa Macia and Rita

RSVP
FROM PAGE 1

biggest challenge of their trip is to
apply the lessons they learned about
understanding and helping other
people.
"The most important part of this
trip is when we get on the plane and
how much of it we keep with us," said
junior Stephanie Green.
With RSVP, the students will
have plenty of opportunities to take
advantage of what they learned in the
Dominican Republic.
I-angenbacher, for example, coordinates Amigos, a program that
pairs 46 Rice volunteers with underprivileged Hispanic children in the

ADMINISTER
YOUR FUTURE

V!

Get i\off t h e g r o u n d f a s t e r
in t o d a y ' s Air F o r c e . As a n
Air F o r c e H e a l t h C a r e A d m i n i s trator, you can e n j o y i m m e d i a t e
r e s p o n s i b i l i t y in a w o r l d w i d e
h e a l t h c a r e e n v i r o n m e n t . Along
with excellent starting salary, complete medical and dental care,
o p p o r t u n i t i e s t o a d v a n c e a n d 30
d a y s v a c a t i o n w i t h p a y p e r year.
Find o u t h o w t o q u a l i f y a s a n Air
Force Health Care Administrator.
Call
USAF HEALTH PROFESSIONS
STATION-TO-STATION C O L L E C T
713-271-8638

Post, participated in Outreach Day, a
city-wide program that grouped 650
students into several projects
around the city. Some 20 percent of
the Rice student body participates in
the four-year-old RSVP program,
which has received coverage in the
New York Times and other publications.
Michile Wucker graduated from
Will Rice College in May, 1989 with a
bachelor's degree in policy studies and
French. She now lives in the Dom inican Republic as assistant editor of The
Santo Domingo News and accompanied the RS VPgroup on their trip to El
Castillo. She was also editor-in-chief of
the Thresher during the 1987-88
school year.

PRE-LAW?
PRE-I
Phone 524-5711 for
details and dates.
All classes taught
personally by Dr.
Marine • Continuously in Houston
since 1970 • Classes
taught at UH
Downtown College
Center • Classroom
setting • Tuition $295

L
SAT
REVIEW
COURSE

Visa and MasterCard accepted

CAMPUS CRIME STATISTICS
For the weeks of 2 / 1 4 / 9 0 to 3 / 7 / 9 0 .
date time
location
description
2 / 1 1 3:06 a.m.
RUPD
False alarm. RUPD received report
of student assaulted. Report later
found to be false.
2 / 1 2 8:15 a.m.
Lovett Hall Burglary-Building. Money stolen.
2 / 1 6 2:53 a.m.
Harassment Harassing phone calls
RUPD
made to station. Investigation proa
duced suspects.
2 / 1 6 1:00 p.m.
Sewall
Theft-purse.
2 / 1 6 5:00 p.m.
Lot B
Burglary-Vehicle. Window broken;
radio stolen.
2 / 1 8 2:45 a.m.
Lab Road
Public intoxication. Student released to parents.
2 / 1 8 3:50 a.m.
Wiess
Public intoxication. Visiting student
found asleep in commons. Turned
over to host student
2 / 1 9 12:00 n.
Autry
Theft-wallet.
2 / 1 9 3:20 p.m.
Brown
Criminal trespass. Suspect entered
rooms uninvited. Suspect arrested,
and charges filed.
2 / 1 9 6:30 p.m.
Baker
Theft-purse.
2 / 1 9 10:00 p.m. Lot S
Burglary-Vehicle. Speakers stolen;
steering column damaged.
2/21 2:00 p.m.
Lovett
Theft. Complainant reports money
taken from room during campus
tour.
2 / 2 1 2:45 p.m.
LotC
Theft-Bicycle.
2/21 3:00 p.m.
LotO
Theft-Auto.
2/21 6:30 p.m.
Sewall
Theft-Bicycle.
2/21 10:00 p.m Fondren
Indecent exposure. Suspect i n # x posure cases taken to station, released with trespass warning.
2/22 7:35 a.m.
Lot S-l
Theft-Auto. Vchicle recovered by
HPD.
2/22 3:15 p.m.
Chcm Lab
CriminalTrespass.Suspectpanhandling wanted for felony theft
2/22 10:45 p.m. 1929 Drydcn Assault Complainant states suspect
lunged at her from behind bushes.
No physical contact
2 / 2 6 9:25 p.m.
Lot C
Disorderly conduct Intoxicated
male and spouse arguing; identified
and released.
2/28 8:00 a.m.
Grad House Burglary-Habitation. Entry, gained
through glass door pried open.
2 / 2 8 1:00 p.m.
Autry
Theft-Wallet and Keys.

Let Us Help
Balance Your Books.
Student Loans from BANK ONE
Juggling the costs of a college education today can
really throw you off balance. Add in living expenses,
books and other incidentals, and you've got quite a
handful.
But don't lose heart BANK ONE can help with three
popular types of student loans: the Stafford Student
Loan, the Supplemental Loan for Students and Parent
Loan for Undergraduate Students.
It's easy to apply, approval is fast, and these loans are
available at simple interest. Your repayment schedule
can even be geared to your particular financial situation.
So get BANK ONE involved in your balancing act. Call
our toll-free Student Loan Hotline at 1-800-777 2001
nationwide.
^

BANKSONE

Intelligent networks start with
intelligent people.

E

ven with our sophisticated technology, people play the leading role in DSC's success. College grads put their education to work by really contributing to projects while learning new
technologies.

For example, part of DSC's accomplishments include development of one of the first software programmable cross connect systems, and one of the largest Signal Transfer Points (STP) within
the long distance and local exchange networks. In addition, their achievements have resulted in a very
diverse customer base making DSC one of the fastest growing, and most promising telecommunications companies in the country.
What can DSC do for you? We're a rapidly growing midsize company, recognizing and rewarding
those who excel. Opportunities for advancement are great and ever-changing technology promises
exciting new challenges at every turn.
People make us different. If you're looking for a place to start a career, a place you can make a difference, look into DSC Communications Corporation. We are currently seeking graduates in:

M
m

Industrial Engineering, Industrial Technology,
Computer Science, Electrical Engineering,
Mechanical Engineering,
Manufacturing Engineering

YES, 1 could use some help financing college. Please
send me more information on your loan program.

We'll be interviQwing-Cbmputer Science and Computer Engineering majors on
campus March 16., 1990. If you are unable to attend, or if your major is in one of the
other fields listed above, please send your resume or letter of interest with background
history to: DSC Communications Corporation, Attn: DC/RU316, MS 110, 1000 Coit Road,
Piano, TX 75075.

NAME
ADDRESS.
CITY

STATE.

ZIP.

PHONE AND AREA CODE.
Send to- BANK ONE Student Loans, P 0 Box910. Fort Worth, Texas 76101

DSC Communications
Corporation
An Equal Opportunity Employer.

/
\

/
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Davidson to speak
for Black History
Month
Chandler Davidson, professor of
sociology at Rice, will speak in honor
of Black History Month on March 12
at 10 a.m. in the Kyle Morrow Room
at Fondren Library. Davidson's presentation will focus on the first black
students to attend Rice. The lecture
is open to the Rice community.

Fellowship offers
money for summer
travel

interviewed on Sunday, April 1 or 2.
Public announcement of the recipient will be made on April 6.

RDA holds lecture
series on public
housing
The Rice Design Alliance is sponsoring a lecture series on public
housing issues. The series began on
Wednesday with a lecture entitled
"Giving Shelter Housing and Public
Policy." The next three lectures will
be held on three consecutive Wednesdays at 8 p.m. in the Brown Auditorium of the Museum of Fine Arts,
Houston.

The lecture series will review the
The John E. Parish Fellowship history of social housing in Europe
will award about $2500 for travel and the United States, examine curduring the summer of 1990. The fel- rent public policy affecting the quallowship is designed to provide at ity and supply of affordable housing,
least two months travel between
both nationally and locally, and then
academic years, broadening and bring together leading architects,
enriching the Fellow's undergradu- developers and public policy makers
ate education. Students from all aca- in a symposium discussion that will
demic disciplines are encouraged to explore innovative approaches to
apply. Any foil-time returning under- solving housing problems with pargraduate student of Rice University ticular emphasis on Houston.
is eligible to apply for the fellowship.
The series is made possible by
The application for the fellowship grants from the Cultural Arts Counshould be a proposal outlining the cil of Houston and the Texas Committee for the Humanities. Tickets
travel plans, describing the goals of
the travel experience in relation to are $20 for general admission covering all sessions, $15 for members of
the student's education, and where
relevant, describing the relationship the RDA and Museum of Fine Arts,
Houston, and $12 for students.
of these goals to tne student's academic interests, extracurricular ac- Single-session tickets will usually be
} available at the door for $6 general
tivities, and life plans.
The proposal should be two to admission, and $5 for members.
seven typed pages. Please include
the names and phone numbers of
one or two faculty members or other
individuals for references, as well as
a current transcript
Applications should be adRice Campus Safety Officer Bill
dressed to the master of Wiess College and are due no later than 4:30 Glidden has recently been certified
p.m. on Friday, March 23. Finalists by the National Board of Fire Inveswill be notified by March 28 and tigators as a Certified Fire and Explo-

Campus safety
officer certified as
fire investigator

sion Investigator.
The National Board of Fire Investigators certifies applicants by virtue
of experience, references, and a written examination concerning detailed
aspects of the nature of fire and explosions and the legal aspects of
arson andrelevantexpert testimony.
There are currently about 215
Board Certified Fire and Explosion
Investigators in the United States,
seven of whom reside in Texas.

Career Services
Center offers career
discovery weekend
Career services will offer an off
campus retreat on Saturday and
Sunday, March 24-25 in order to help
students begin thinking about future
career plans. The weekend is entitled Career Discovery Weekend,

and is designed to help students
evaluate what's important to them in
life and in a job, and how to begin
exploring career options.
The retreat is open to freshmen,
sophomores and juniors. Applications are due by Tuesday, March 13
at 5 p.m. in the Career Services
Center on the second floor of the
RMC.
For more information contact
Lynne Seymour at 5274055.

Student helps RUPD catch
suspect in Fondren flashing cases
by Harlan Howe
The Rice University Police Department caught and interviewed a
suspect in the recent cases of indecent exposure in Fondren library
Wednesday, February 21. A student,
whose name was not released, contacted the RUPD when he noticed a
man fitting a description in the
Thresher "Campus Crime Statistics"
section wandering around the library.
RUPD officer Mark DeLeon said,
T h e student called us about a man
fitting the description and kept him
in eye contact"
Officer Terry Ryals, also of
RUPD, said that he was called in on a
suspicious person call.
As he stood by the door to Fondren, a man fitting the description of
the suspect in one of the previous
incidents rushed past him. Ryals
stopped the man and took him to
RUPD headquarters.
"The suspect hadn't done anything at that point, so we couldn't
arrest him," said DeLeon. "He was
given a formal trespass warning."
At RUPD headquarters, the suspect "admitted to me that he needed

help and said that he had been doing
this for some time," said Ryals.
According to Ryals, the suspect
also claimed that he had been exposing himself to people in the library
since August and had done so "hundreds of times."
The suspect continued to say that
he had only exposed himself in Fondren in the evenings, but had done so
as many as four or five times in an
evening.
The RUPD has compiled about 20
back cases of indecent exposure
over the past six months.
Only one or two of them, however, had descriptions corresponding to the suspect that the RUPD had
caught
Ryals also said when he asked the
suspect why he had been doing this
in Fondren Library, the suspect told
him it was because security was poor
in the building.
The suspect voluntarily gave the
RUPD ideas and suggestions for
improving library security, including
security cameras and emergency
phones to be distributed throughout
the building for better response
time.
The suspect criticized the way in
which the tables were set up, and the

fact that the many stairways and
exits in the library present a person
with many places to hide.
The suspect also said he had been
at other libraries in Houston, but
found security there to be too tight,
Ryals said.
The complainant from an earlier
incident came in to RUPD headquarters and identified the suspect in a
photo lineup. At press time, the
complainant had not decided to
press charges but was still able to do
so.
A charge of indecent exposure is
a class B misdemeanor, reducible to
a class C, "which is no more than
writing a speeding ticket" said
Ryals.
"If she decides to press charges,
we will press charges; if she doesn't,
we will get him psychiatric help. The
suspect is in definite need of psychiatric help," said DeLeon.
Ryals later confirmed that the
suspect was able to receive such help
and had been seeing psychiatric help
in the past
"This is-a businessman in Houston; he's educated. He has no relation at all to campus." said Ryals.
For this week's Campus Crime
Statistics, see page 8.

Macintosh Memory Sale!
Hill

per Megabyte
£e&e

One day only. First 50 purchases only.
March 13. Store opens at 8:30AM.

Stretch your Macintosh to the limit.
Any M a c i n t o s h .
At (ho Rice C a m p u s Store.
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Sewall photo exhibit shows the power of Mexico

Manuel Alvarez Bravo enjoyed
international respect at a time
when photography was achieving recognition as a viable art
form. The works on display are
mostly images taken in the late
ther Images: Other Re- 30's, and they share the ironic
alities, Mexican Photography
"slice of life" style found in the
Since 1930 is currently showing works of other photographers of
at Sewall Art Gallery. The exhibit that period. "Los Agachados"
represents work from 18 of
depicts four men sitting at a
Mexico's most acclaimed
bar. A raised aluminum store
photographers, including the
front casts a black shadow on
internationally lauded Manuel
the heads of the men, effecAlvarez Bravo, considered the
tively decapitating them. In
grandfather of modem Mexican
addition, the chains which
photography. The show traces
connect, the barstools appear to
the different paths which
be attached to the men's legs
Mexican photographers have
as well. These two factors
taken since Bravo, and illuscombine to create an image
trates how they have, along the
which has a sense of irony and
way, shattered the biased
humor, but also one which
preconceptions which some
contains some awareness of
have held concerning Mexico
the questionable state of the
and its art.
independence and personal

BY TIM CARROLL

0,

Graciela Iturbide creates surreal imagery with Mujer Angel.

identity of these men (and
mankind in general, as the
headless forms could be
anyone). "Obrero en Huelga,
Asesindo" (Assassinated
Striker) is a powerful and
disturbing image due to its
simple composition and tragic
subject matter.
Another artist who follows
Bravo's lead and deals with
identity and individualism is
Nacho L6pez. The four works on
display are interesting as a

Tom Clancy hits the screen
BY HARLAN HOWE

It's here. Six years after
the original publication of Tom
Clancy's The Hunt for Red
October, the movie has finally
arrived. And with it come some
extra bonuses. Sean Connery.
John McTiernan, the director of
Die Hard. Alec Baldwin. All of
the draw and the excitement of
Clancy's original, which
spawned the creation of the
Techno-fiction mini-genre, are
here in this exciting ride below
the water's surface. Clancy's
tale is brought to life with
fantastic acting and action.
For those of you who are not
caught up on their free reading,
the movie's plot is still pretty
easy to understand. Reading the
book beforehand is helpful, but
by no means necessary.
Soviet Captain Marko Ramius
(Connery) has been put in
command of the U.S.S.R.'s
latest toy, a fully armed nuclear
submarine that is almost
completely undetectable. What
the folks back home don't
realize is that Ramius has handpicked a host of officers who
wish to defect with him to the
United States.
Oh, yeah. They're bringing the
sub with them.
Needless to say, the Soviets
aren't particularly thrilled with
this idea. When they find that
Ramius and the sub have
disappeared into the Atlantic,
they grudgingly inform the
United States that, yes, Ramius
has run away with the sub and
continue to imply that he may
well mean to launch his missiles at America. Together, then,
the two countries must work to
find and destroy the renegade
submarine.
One man, however, Jack
Ryan (Alec Baldwin), doesn't
believe the official Soviet story.
He put together the CIA file on
Ramius, and feels he "knows"
him well enough to believe that
the Soviet Captain is trying to

defect.
subs.
The race is on.
It should be noted that the
It is a race between the U.S.
movie and the book do differ.
Navy, the Soviet Navy, and
Much of the detail and military
Ryan. Regardless of the winner,
knowledge in Clancy's original
politics will never be the same.
are, by necessity, lost in the
medium of film but they are well
Connery, it should be no
SEE HUNT, PAGE 12
surprise, does a fantastic job as
Ramius; I was drawn into his
character immediately. He
lends a dignity and a severity to
the character that Clancy's
writing could not begin to
BY AARON STAMBLER
describe. Much of the publicity
for Red October concerns
Connery; the man lives up to the
billing.
r
ri Mayer led the
Baldwin, as an actor, seems
Shepherd School Symphony
to be typecast. He portrays
Orchestra in a riveting performJack Ryan as a man of excellent
ance Friday evening at the
talent who lacks some confidence going into a new situation Wortham Center. The featured
piece was the Symphony No. 4
but excels once he is there. In
in G Major by Gustav Mahler,
co-starring with Connery,
and the orchestra consistently
Baldwin is certainly threatened
to be upstaged by the ex-Bond's shone in its performance of it.
Rarely has this orchestra
rich acting, but as the movie
progressed, I felt more confident responded to a conductor and
concert setting as it did during
in both Ryan, the character, and
the Mahler symphony (although
Baldwin, the actor. Both are, it
some improvement in sound
would seem, bounded only by
may be attributed to the fact
what they will try.
The supporting cast is a
fantastic strength in the film;
they are drawn from some of the
best supporting players available. James Earl Jones lends
his rich voice to the part of
Admiral Greer and Scott Glenn
(from The Right Stuff) is the ever
serious American sub commander Bart Mancuso. I was
continuously impressed by the
people who were drawn in to
play some of the less publicized
parts.
The special effects are
BY ANN ZITTERKOPF
sweeping. Submarines flow past
the screen and past each other
a^fantastfc speeds, all the more
so when one remembers that
I imosa Cafe (5925
these things don't have winKirby Drive, 520-1932) is an
dows. All the underwater
intimate French restaurant with
scenes are very believable
great food. The restaurant has
except for the torpedoes, which
only fifteen tables and provides
look like they were done by
a very leisurely meal. (Do not go
Industrial Light and Magic
there if you want to leave within
(which they were). Aside from a
an hour. I was there for almost
few torpedoes, however, the
two and a half hours.)
technical aspects of the film
lead the viewer to believe he is
The Pate with Toast ($1.99)
comfortably in the water with the was similar to bratwurst but with

group — as the viewer progresses down the line of work,
they see three images of figures
being measured, watched or
shaped. In all three there is a
clear center of attention and a
sense of focus and preparation.
The fourth image directly
contrasts the first three,
however, and shows a mass of
people, a seemingly infinite
crowd staring at the camera with
what seems to be no purpose or
reason.
Graciela Iturbide takes
photography along a more
surreal route with her images of
uncommon people in uncommon environments. The photographs have a more dream-like
sense about them than do
Bravo's or Ldpez's. They do
retain a sense of irony, which is
revealed (as in Bravo's work)
through a juxtaposition of
disparate elements, such as a

portable stereo in a desert
landscape.
German Herrera, Flor Garduno, HSctor Garcia and Jesus
Scinchez Uribe also draw upon
similar surrea', dream-like
imagery in their work. Flor
Garduno is interested in the
relationship between man and
animal, especially in the way
which the two interact and are
represented in tradition and
mythology. The works are icons
of sorts, where "Mariposa Nina"
and "Tortuga" become quasideities, while retaining a mortal
essence.
These photographers,
although moving toward more
dream-like and surreal imagery,
still retain the documentary style
of Bravo. Jesus Sanchez Uribe
is one artist who eschews the
documentary style and creates
haunting works which are purely
the stuff of dreams and sensations. Uribe utilizes objects to
make impressive ethereal
images. "Pal'ios" is a striking
example of this.
Many of the artists evoke
surreal moods through a
manipulation of the medium
itself. Photo montage and
colorization are utilized to create
a more painterly effect among
the photographs. Other artists
use found objects in their
images to convey certain ideas,
moods or general themes.
Other Images: Other Realities
reveals a Mexico we may never
have believed possible, full of a
richness of emotion, irony and
passion. The art shown is
powerful and gripping.

Uri Mayer leads Symphony
U

that their normal venue, Hamman Hall, serves as an obstacle
to the orchestra). Mayer's ability
to combine a grand master plan
with the rubato and freedom of
tempo that were so characteristic of Mahler's time inspired the
orchestra from start to finish.
Soprano Maureen O'Flynn, who
just last month made her debut
in Houston Grand Opera's Rigoletto, sang the fourth movement
solo adequately but uneventfully.
The orchestra began the
concert with the Four Sea
Interludes from the opera Peter
Grimes, Op. 33a by Benjamin
Britten. Mayer immediately
demonstrated his full control

and brought forth an energetic
and thoughtful sound from what
was occasionally disorganized
playing.
O'Flynn was featured in
Mozart's Exsultate, jubilate
immediately preceding intermission. Unfortunately, O'Flynn
proved to be a minor disappointment in an otherwise glorious
evening; she sang all the right
notes, but they all sounded the
same in every respect save
pitch. She sounded like a
monotone with regard to
loudness, tone, and phrasing.
There was no variation.
Uri Mayer led the orchestra in
an appropriately light classical
treatment of the work.

Mimosa offers French fare

Dining
M

better seasonings. The thin
toast slices were of excellent
French bread. (Unfortunately the
bread that accompanied the
meal was not nearly as fresh.)
Green salads (complimentary
with most entrees) were of high
quality red leaf lettuce. The
dressing was surprisingly thick
for oil and vinegar dressing but
quite tasty, with a lot of mustard.
I ordered Chicken Breast
ForestiSre ($8.95) and was
disappointed by the lack of
spices. The chicken chunks
were sprinkled with pepper and
in a mushroom sauce served on
rice. The sauce itself was rather
bland. The dish was good but
relied primarily on the mushroom pieces for flavoring.
My favorite entree was Poulet
Provengale ($7.95). In this dish,
the chicken pieces are served in
a tomato, zucchini, green
pepper and eggplant sauce on

rice. The sauce has a full flavor
and is quite pleasing.
Another dish I enjoyed was
Crepes Fourrees ($5.00). This
consists of two crepes stuffed
with ham, bechamel, and Swiss
and Romano cheese. Additional
cheese is melted on top.
The Salad Nicoise ($4.95)
was a larger, more extensive
version of the dinner salad. It
included tuna, tomatoes,
cucumbers, olives and the same
dressing as the dinner salad.
In addition, sizable pizzas are
available (for $4.50 to $6.50)
with traditional or unusual
toppings like asparagus,
artichokes, ricotta cheese or
American caviar. My favorite part
of the meal was, of course,
dessert. I tried and adored the
CrSme Carmel ($1.50). It had
been made earlier that day and
resembled flan, but was much
better than any flan I've had.
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SCENE
Long hair, Iaundrettes, bare feet on tap
SHAILA DEWAN
Last week I had a windfall—
free tickets to the Rush concert.
"What does Rush sing?" I asked
my benefactor, who promptly
launched into a rousing rendition of something I've never
heard before.
You won't be surprised, then,
when I tell you that the only
song I knew at the concert was
"Limelight." I'll spare you the
rendition.
Anyway, with all the laser
lights and guitar licks and long
hair, I was really impressed. I
felt like I'd never been to a real
rock concert before. The
weirdest thing was the audience, which showed enthusiasm
to a degree I narrow-mindedly
thought possible only at a Billy
Joel concert.

TONIGHT

•Beto and the Fairlanes
brings enough Latin America to
Fitzgerald's to give you a
suntan. Valentino opens. 8623838.
•"Ain't nobody gonna be
standing there with no scholarship to life." Theater Under the
Stars presents the Broadway
megamusical, A Chorus Line,
tonight at 8 p.m., tomorrow at 2
and 8, Sunday at 2. Call 622TUTS for info.
•Tonight and tomorrow at 8
p.m., the Museum of Fine Arts
presents The Last of England,
"non-narrative" cinematic view
of Thatcher's England.
•Cinco Dudes will play by the
pool at Emo's, a new bar on the
block. Call 5233503 for info.
•Five actors and actresses
from the London stage perform
Shakespeare's The Winter's
Tale tonight and tomorrow at 8
p.m. at Hamman Hall; student
tickets are $6.

TOMORROW
•The 55th Annual Azalea
Trail blooms this weekend. This
patrician Houston tradition is
actually quite stunning. Call the
River Oaks Garden Club at 5232483 for details.
•The Orange Show, a

museum paying homage to the
belly-button fruit, opens its new
season with a characteristically
bizarre act: a barefoot tap
dancer. Backed by Little Junior
and the Sheetrockers, Barefoot
Miller entertains at 8 p.m. with
his hot feet and off-color jokes.
Also performing are the Men of
Houston Morris Dancers and
Ballet Folklorico. Only four
bucks. Call 552-1767.
•Also at Emo's, the Backyard
Epics rock on. With the Axiom
closed, this band is well nigh
homeless.
•Ezra Charles and the
Works—it sounds like a pizza,
but it's really a powerhouse of
nitty gritty boogie. The Rolling
Stones hired 'em for their tour
party and couldn't keep their
seats. At Fitzgerald's.

Applebroog are on display at the
CAM. "Happy Families" will be in
town until May 20.
•Fences, at the Alley Theater, runs through this Sunday
only. Showtimes are Friday at 8
p.m., Saturday at 2:30 p.m. and
8, Sunday at 2:30 and 7:30.
Student Rush tickets available.
•Also at the Alley, Noel
Coward's Private Lives (sounds
like a mini-series) runs through
March 25. Curtain is at 8 p.m.
Tuesday through Friday, 2:30
and 8 Saturday, and 2:30 and
7:30 on Sundays. Student Rush

tickets are available.
•The riches of the Ivory
Coast and Ghana, Mali and
Kenya, can be viewed starting
Saturday at the Museum of Fine
Arts. These late 19th and 20th
century gold artifacts remain at
the museum through March 10.
•Also at the MFA, "Tradition
and Innovation: a Museum
Celebration of Texas Art"
focuses on artists who have
shaped the character of art in
the friendly state.
•The MFA, a very big building, houses an exhibition of
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works by post-Impressionist
Pierre Bonnard until April 29.
•Sunday is the last day to
see "When the World was Flat,"
Tenry Berkowitz's multimedia
installation at the Contemporary
Arts Museum.
•On campus, "A Paris
Album," photographs by Frank
Welch, is up at the Media
Center through March 30. Also
in honor of FotoFest, "Other
Images: Other Realities"
highlights Mexican photography
since 1930 at Sewall Art
Gallery. Through April 8.

Prices quoted are for cash purchases and are subject to change.

Lower
prices on higher
education.

UPCOMING

•Big Bad Mutha Goose
comes screaming into town
from Austin this Sunday. They're
playing Fitzgerald's, 862-3838.
•Sammy and Rosie Get Laid
Sunday at the Museum of Fine
Arts. Film at 7 p.m. By the
makers of My Beautiful Laundrette.
•Ten times ten Hungarian
dancers, singers and musicians
make a cultural splash at Jones
Hall Tuesday at 8 p.m. The
Hungarian State Folk Ensemble
is brought to you by the Society
for the Performing Arts.
•Go surfing with the alien
a Tuesday when guitarist Joe
Satriani plays at the Coliseum.
Tickets are available at Rairv
bow-Ticketmaster.
•At Zelda's, Wednesday and
Thursday, Elevator Up cashes in
on their jackpot. Wednesday,
Tomorrow opens; on Thursday
Wasted Time warms up the
floor.
• A free Caribbean concert by
Musa and the Melotones is
happenin' on Cullen Center
Stage at 1600 Smith, downtown. The concert, Wednesday
at 11:45 a.m., is accompanied
by a $2 picnic lunch.

$1695.00
(HD20)

$863.00

Announcing new lower prices on the Macintosh SE
and Macintosh Plus.
If youd like t<>enhance your eclcicatiihi
and your budget, take note. We just lowered
prices on two powerful members of our
Macintosh® family, the Macintosh SE and
the Macintosh Plus.
They'll put a world of possibilities at
your fingertips, like graphing the economic
impact of Japanese expansionism. Analyzing Freud. Or just organizing that stack of
notes. Better yet, once you've mastered one
application you can use them all. because
y

JUL

ONGOING

all Macintosh software works the same way.
And since every Macintosh runs the same
software and is expandable, it can grow
with you as your needs change.
Considering all this, you should have
no doubts about which course to take. Give
a Macintosh a try and save.

The power to be your best."
a

Rice
Campus
Store

—

J

<01990 Apple Computer, lite App* the Apple lofjo and Macintosh in- registered trademarks of Apple Computer. Inc The posw to he vcur hrsi is t trademark ri v** >

•Paintings, works on paper,
books and a videotape by Ida
IS1
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You can earn credit in one, two, three, four, six, or eight weeks this summer.
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Northwestern University Summer Session '90
Think or swim.

I ' m t h i n k i n g . Send m o a f r e e copy of the S u m m e r Session ' 9 0 catalog with
financial aid a n d registration information (available in April).
Please s e n d the catalog to * •

Call 1-800-FINDS NU (in Illinois, call 7 0 8 / 4 9 1 - 4 1 1 4 ) o r mail this c o u p o n .

my h o m e .

11

•

my s c h o o l .

S u m m e r Session '90, 2 0 0 3 Sheridan Road Kvanston, Illinois 6 0 2 0 8 - 2 6 5 0
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Keep spring break alive with Houston nightlife
ckj^N

0

and

PUBBING
BY C. J. LUKAS

L

like most students at
Rice, you probably went somewhere for Spring Break last
week. And in the midst of your
enjoyment of the nightlife of
some exotic locale (be it
Cancun, Mexico or Galveston,
Texas) you were probably
promising yourself that upon
returning to Houston you would
seek out some locations to
continue that break. But you say
you need some suggestions?
Never fear, CJ.'s here to oblige
with two recently opened
nightspots: Emo's and Decadance.
Picture this, if you will: An
historic old building that used to
house an orphanage. A large,
lighted tree in the midst of an
outdoor courtyard. Walls
covered by painted-on murals
featuring a pseudo-horror-comic
art motif. One of the coolest CD
jukeboxes in town with selections including Jane's Addiction,
the Cocteau Twins, and PiL. An
aquarium filled with Lighted
Electronic Fish (LEF's) suspended above the door. Surrealistic movies from a bygone era

playing on several monitors
from 7 p.m. to 2 a.m.
throughout the room. A place
Decadance (1201 Weswhere Ministry and the Jesus
theimer, in the historic Tower
and Mary Chain chose to hang
Theatre.)
out after their shows because of
I sat down last Saturday night
the hip crowd. And, finally,
to talk with Linda Wilson, V.P. of
CHEAP DRINKS!! (Yes, I said
Enterlink Co., to discuss their
CHEAP DRINKS!!)
joint venture with PACE concerts
Emo's (2700 Albany) fits the
that opened with a bang. The
above description nicely. It is
two weekend special preview
owned by Eric "Emo" Hartman, ' featured cover and well drinks
who scutters around the bar
gratis until 11 p.m. An outstandmaking sure everyone is having
ing way to begin operation of a
a good time. This is Emo's
club located in one of the city's
baby—a bar he always wanted
beloved old structures.
to open. He's a very personable
Decadance, the Fridayguy from Chicago who usually
Saturday dance venue, is just
can be found wearing a banpart of the new energy being put
danna in his hair. "I wanted to
into the Tower Theatre. On
open a relaxed place with cheap Sundays there is Dangerous
drinks," says Emo. "It's just a
Disco, featuring trash disco
hangout where anyone can
from the 1975-82 era. And, on
come in and have a few, and
selected other weeknights,
maybe see a cool band."
everything from concerts and
Price Check: $1.25 well
jazz to comedy will be featured.
drinks and shooters every night
The weekends are 18-up,
from 7 p.m. to 1 1 p.m. Bottled
with cover ranging from $5 for
beer is the same price. On
those of age and $7 for those
Wednesday nights beer and well under 2 1 on Fridays and
drinks are only $1 all night. And, Saturdays, to $3 and $5,
anyone who ventures to Emo's
repectively on Sundays. Dress is
must try a "B.B. shooter," a
fashionably casual; no tattered,
mix of Butterscotch Schnapps
torn or soiled clothing. The mix
and Bailey's Irish Cream.
is energy/variety, with rock, TopExcellent!
40, and dance music combined
There are a couple of pool
to keep everyone happy. I even
tables and a few pinball maheard an old Xymox tune from
chines inside, and lots of black
their 1984 album "Medusa"
light to light up the darkness.
being played.
There is even the Black Light
The main theatre space has
Discipline Room, but I promised
been reconceived with purple,
Emo I wouldn't tell what was in
green and orange lights highthere! The crowd includes the
lighting the walls of the dark
black-on-white/post-punk/
viewing/seating areas. Lots of
college/artsy types, as well as
manufactured fog fills the
regular people. Emo's is open
spaces above and below you,
Mondays through Saturdays
and it gives the place a sort of

r

Fridays & Saturdays

boundless dimension. Huge
balloons are suspended in the
air and flash pictures from a
slide projector. On order are 20
Intellibeams: specialized lighting
effects for the dance floor.
The crowd is a mainstream
mix of students and professionals. Everyone should feel
comfortable at Decadance, and
there are several areas one may
wander to. The dance floor lies
at the bottom of a considerable
mingling/seating section.
Upstairs, one may retire to the
somewhat more intimate
cushioned-bench seating in the
balcony, while still looking out to
the floor, far below. And for
those 21-up, the Lava Lounge is

Rush's concert
reveals new style
BY WES GERE

W

hen you walk into a
stadium the night of a Rush
concert, you can look around
and pretty much know two
things about the city right away.
First, almost all the people you
see rushed out to buy their
tickets within the first couple of
hours; they are going to feel the
same way (fulfilled) about the
concert no matter what it's like,
even if the band plays on a
ukelele and a tin whistle, and
they aren't going to listen to or
care about any reviews of it.
Secondly, almost everyone
you don't see, who didn't wake
up early to buy tickets, doesn't
give a damn about the concert,
and isn't going to bother to read
about it unless he's stuck at an
airport or something.
From that standpoint, it
seems like the best thing a
Rush story could do is cut the
crap and tell the serious fans
what they want to know (Dude,
they played "Xanadu" and "La
Villa Strangiato," and their first
seven songs were old stuff, and
they didn't intra with the Three
Stooges theme, and they cut
"Spirit of Radio"...).
But Rush's performance on
February 26 at the Summit set
off a new direction for the group
that may interest casual fans as
well.The shov^was as back-tobasics as their latest release,
"Presto", returning the raw,
hard-rock edge to their style,
which it seemed they might be
losing.
What they did was ditch the
lasers, the techno-light stuff, cut
half the video screen accompaniments out, cut half the
keyboards out, redo the playlist
with more old rockin' tunes, and
make it a real three-piece jam
session instead of trying to
sound like six. That and put up
some three-story-tall pink bunny
rabbits to dance to "Tom
Sawyer."

Hunt

FROM PAGE 10

at the Tower Theater
9 P- 2 A • 1201

Westheimer

• 52 0 - 8 8 7 5 • 18 +

open to the left of the main
entrance. It features its own CD
jukebox, a private bar, and a
retro 50's theme to its furniture.
In fact, its comer location allocs
for viewing out one-way tinted
glass on both Westheimer and
Montrose.
Drink prices are $2.75 for
well drinks and domestic beer
($3.25 for imported) on Fridays
and Saturdays. On Sunday
nights it's 75-centwell and
wine, and $1.50 shooters and
bottled beer.
And, yours truly is working on
a special deal for Rice students
on a selected night in the
future. Don't let your Spring
Break end just yet!

made up for in actually seeing
the submarines themselves and
feeling the added depth of the
characters. There are minor
differences in the plot of the
book, as well. Ramius' motiva-

Rush's toughest task on
stage recently has been to play
their five-piece music with only
three people, Geddy Lee taking
bass, lead vocals and keyboards, while Alex Lifeson mixes
lead and rhythm guitar parts and
plays foot pedals. Sampling in
all the synth parts for the verses
and working out the timing for
Geddy to switch from bass to
keyboard for the choruses takes
most of the feeling, spontaneity
and fun out of a performance.
This time they simply left out
any non-essential keyboard
sampling and didn't worry about
the fullness of the sound. This
show was more sparse and
open, letting all of them add
some cool licks. They weren't so
busy.
In previous years, Rush filled
the stadium with elaborate neatlooking lasers and lasergraphics, and several videos to
go with parts of their songs.
This concert just had a lot of
really bright lights and a couple
of big rabbits, and maybe a few
seconds of video clips here and
th^re. This was a performance
for the music of it, with lots of
songs crammed really close
together, sometimes going from
piece to piece without losing a
beat, leaving out extended
intros or endings in order to fit
more songs in the two-and-a-half
hours.
They put in several old songs
that they haven't played in
years, starting in early on with
"Freewill" and "Red Barchetta,"
and after listening through
seven songs, taking almost an
hour, I noticed they hadn't yet
played anything off the new
album. When they finally did,
they stuck mostly to the faster,
upbeat tracks. They didn't even
play the title track, "Presto,"
which has gotten a lot of play.
After de-emphasizing raw
musicianship for about four
years and trying to cultivate
actual songwriting, the concert
showed that they were more
comfortable with both, and
could combine them better,
without relying too heavily on
either new or old material.
tion stems from other sources
and various submarine maneuvers are choreographed differently than in the book, but, as a
whole, the movie stays very true
to the book, more so than most
"movies-from-a-book." I was very
satisfied with Red October. I
strongly recommend this film.
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Owls shut out Vandy,
improve record to 12-9
by Paul Abosch

February 23 was the start of vacation for most Rice students, but it was
just the beginning of a long work
week for the Rice Owls baseball
team. Since that day, the team played
ten games (all at Cameron Field),
while winning seven of them. Tonight at 7 p.m. and tommorow at 2
p.m., it will face Western Kentucky.
Spring break for the Owls (6-6 at
the time) began with a two game
series; the first was against TexasPan American, followed by Louisiana State University. Both series
were split 1-1. In the first game, Owl
pitcher Rob Howard (2-3) earned his
third loss in three starts as UTPA
scored fourteen runs on eighteen
hits and six Rice errors to run the
final score to 14-8. The only bright
spot on the day was Taji Garcia's first
homerun of the year. The next day
the tables were turned as the Owls
scored sixteen runs on seventeen
hits (both season highs) while only
surrendering one run to UTPA batters. John Eireman was perfect in the
game with five hits in five at bats
including two roundtrippers, atriple,
five runs scored and 3 runs batted in.
Donald Allen added to the score with
the first homerun of his college career.
The second series of the weekend was against the twelth ranked
team in the nation, the LSU Tigers.
Eireman hit his third dinger of the
day in his first at bat; the LSU pitcher
wised up and intentionally walked
him his next two times at b a t Garcia
hit his second HR of the year to guarentee Rice the victory (12-11). John
Polasek (4-2) got the win and Jason
Ogden (1-1, lsave) earned his first
save since coming to Rice from San
Jacinto Junior College. In the second
g a m e LSU batters pummelled
starter Mike Cooper (3-2) and
Ogden (in relief) to hand Rice its
eighth loss in twice as many games
by a score of 13-1. The Owls' one run
was a homerun by Ogden (who
started the game as DH).

To finish off the month of February the Owls played and defeated the
Bearcats of Sam Houston State. It
was Howard's first victory of the year
and it was an impressive performance as he gave up only two runs
while going the full nine innings.
Rice then won two of three games in
a series against the New York Tech
Bears of the East Coast Atheletic
Conference. The Owl bullpen got
plenty of rest against the Bears as all
three starters pitched complete
games with wins going to Chris
Jones and Rob Howard. T h e series
had some big moments to it. In the
first game, despite losing 3-2, Ogden
and freshman first baseman Lee
Kushner hit homeruns to celebrate
Coach David Hall's forty-second
birthday. The big moment of the
second game was a play of the type
most people have never seen. ANYT
batter, with runners on first and
second, lined a shot to Chris Feris at
second base, (for one out) he threw
the ball to shortstop Joe Racina (for
the second out) who then threw over
to first baseman Kennedy Glasscock
to complete a triple play. The third
game on Feb. 5, which Rice won 5-1
was career victory number three
hundred. Hall's record now stands at
302-213 a .586 winning percentage.
He is the winningest coach in Rice
baseball history (which dates back
to 1913).
On Tuesday .when Rice took the
field against the Commodores of
Vanderbilt, Cooper struck out a team
high eleven batters to give Owl pitchers their fifth complete game in a
row. Vanderbilt had a 2-1 lead going
into the eighth inning. Daniel Bruffy
led off the inning with a walk and
Racina tried to sacrifice the runner
over to second, which he did sucessfully, while managing to make it
safeto first. With arunneron firstand
second with no o n e out Sid
Richardson sophomore Donald Allen doubled to tie the game at 2-2.
Jamie Cook drove the ball to left field
but it was caught. Racina had tagged
up and scored easily with Allen
SEE

VANDY, PAGE 15

Rice rider leads the pack past Cohen House during last year's Rice-hosted criterion.

Cyclists pull ahead in San Marcos
by Ben Feigert
The Rice University Cycling
Team opened its spring season last
weekend at a stage race hosted by
Southwest Texas State in San Marcos. Teams from the University of
Texas, Texas A&M, Baylor, Texas
Tech, North Texas State, and Sam
Houston rounded out the competition.
Rice put a little early-season fear
into the souls of the other, lesser
teams by posting strong finishes in
all three races.
The first race on Saturday was an
individual time trial, where riders
raced against the clock for fame,
fortune, and prizes.
Since final finishing positions for
the weekend are based on cumulative time over all three races, it was
very important to do well early on
and establish a lead. A-team rider
Kurt Wey wasted no time in proving
his strength, finishing sixth out of
more than forty category A riders.
Tommy Wick and Stephen Jump
took tenth and eleventh in the B category, Wick miraculously beating Out
Jump by sixteen hundredths of a
second.

Alan Cheville kicked more butt
than Buster Douglas and placed in
the top five in the C class. Jenn Folk,
making her race debut and definitely
out to prove something, powered her
way to a second place finish, far
ahead of the rest of the other
women's times. Kathy Jump also
placed high in the time trial.
The Rice team, pumped by a successful morning, kept the energy
level high for the afternoon criterion.
The course was six-tenths of a mile
long, flat, and extremely fast — just
what the doctor ordered for the
team, which knows better than anyone else how to go fast in the fiats.
Once again, the outnumbered Rice
team showed the competition what it
means to go fast, really fast.
Cheville and Clinton Lum posted
top ten finishes in the thirty-minute C
race and both looked fresh as a daisy
at the end. Lum suffered a flat in the
middle of the race and got right back
in the pack with little effort
The women's race looked like a
Gorgeous Ladies of Wrestling rerun.
A starting pack of fifteen was
whittled down to only seven after
more than five crashes, including a
spectacular high-speed face plant by
a Baylor rider. Folk crashed early on,

got right back up and kept riding,
looking relaxed and controlled even
though she'd left some skin on the
pavement T n e second crash was
enough to take her out of the race
permanently. K Jump used her powerful sprint and bike-handling skills
to avoid the crashes and finished
with the pack, one of the lucky few.
The men's B pack was sixty riders
strong, most of them idiots with little
or no conception of how to take a
corner. By skillfully evading the
weaving riders from UT, the entire
Rice B team managed to place high
in the standings. Wick and S. Jump
finished strongly, as did Alex
Anselm, Garrick Mitchell, and Ben
Feigert
The pace was blistering in the
first few laps of the forty-five minute
race and did not slow down. At th irtvtwo miles per hour, the B men were
lucky to come out alive.
Unfortunately, the incompetent
race officials (probably trained in the
same classroom as the SWC basketball refs) gave the same finishing
time to the first thirty riders because
the pack was so tightly bunched.
Jump and Wick remained in contention for top finsihing honors.
SEE PACK, PAGE 15

Rice earns highest seed in years
by Wes Gere
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D'Wayne Tanner takes the lay-up against Texas in Autry.

Well, the season started out great
for the Owls this year, but their early
hopes for victory in the conference
tourney were finally laid to rest by
three losses over spring break to the
Aggies and Texas at home, and Arkansas in Fayetteville last weekend.
Rice lost their last six regular season
games and 10 of their last 11 SWC
contests after starting conference
play with a 4-1 streak.
Now they will have to face number two University of Houston in the
tournament in Dallas today at
2:30pm, a team that beat Rice 84-69
and 84-67 in their two regular season
match-ups. The Owls will not benefit
by Houston's last victory over Texas
that night, where Houston shot over
80% to overtake the Longhorns with
a fearsome offense that has been the
downfall of Rice's effectiveness this
year.
The Owls would have had a much
better chance against Texas, who
just barely beat out Rice 86-84 on
Feb. 28 in a hotly contested dogfight
which lasted two and a half hours and
featured a technical foul by Lance
Blanks in the last few seconds of the
game after he vociferously protested
lack of calling fouls against Rice.

There were several potential skirmishes that night, and lots of fouling,
especially in the last minute of the
game, which lasted about twenty
minutes.
During the second half Rice kept
pulling close with the inside shooting of center Brent Scott, who scored
23 for the game, but the lead was
always kept just out of reach by the
Longhorns. Rice was down 71-61
before Scott and fellow freshman
Scott Tynes pulled them to within
four. From then on it was tooth-andnail, but neither team could get the
momentum with all the time-outs
and fouls. Scott's game-ending dunk
only increased the rampant frustration by making it a two-point game.
"It was a hard-fought game," said
coach Scott Thompson^ "We fought
with a very good team, and We let
some things bother us...This was an
example of a good, veteran team
playing against freshmen and sophomores."
Rice's offense is definitely youthdominated. Freshman Scott and
sophomore Kenneth Rourke do the
bulk of the rebounding, averaging
8.1 and 8.2 per game, respectively.
Freshmen Scott and Marvin Moore
(14 points) led the scoring against
T e x a s , with s o p h o m o r e G r e g
Johnson chipping in for 11. List

weekend in Arkansas, sophomore
guard Dana Hardy recovered from
his scoring slump to lead the team
with 21 points in the 104-80 loss,
where Rice committed 15 turnovers
in the first half and Arkansas made
17 steals.
Freshmen provided the offensive
force in a 103-95 loss to the Aggies
two weeks ago, as Scott made 23
points with more of his inside dominance, closely followed by classmates Tynes, with 22, and Moore,
with 20. But despite the points, it was
once again the poor 36.7% shooting
that assured the Owls could not
match A&M's offensive intensity.
However, there was a bright spot
in that game, as four of Rice's 10
steals were perpetrated by senior
guard DWayne Tanner, who passed
Baylor's Michael Williams for the
SWC all-time career stealing record.
Tanner's total now stands at 289. If
Tanner, the shortest starter in the
SWC at 5'9", can pull off seven steals
in the tournament, he will have 100
for the season. This will put him in
triple digits in steals, points (185), rebounds (114), and assists (130, tying
the Rice record).
« Scott also entered the conference
books with his 300 points in conference play this year, the most ever by
a freshman in the SWC.
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Women's tennis team aces six despite rainy Hawaiian holiday
by Alvin Huang
The women's tennis team hasn't
been duking it out with top-10 and
top-20 caliber teams, but they have
had their confidence boosted many
times over. A trip to the Pacific Coast
and rainy Hawaii during the break

produced six straight wins, a current
10-5 overall record, and a slightly
pleased head coach, Paul Blankenship. "We played well, particularly in
California, and the team is showing
some positive signs. The trip was
good for our confidence," Blakenship said.
In matches against the University

of California-Irvine, California StateFullerton, University of Hawaii, Hawaii-Pacific, C h a m i n a d e , and
Brigham Young University-Hawaii,
Candy Diepraam, Rachelle Mack,
and senior Liz Sulzberger were
singled out by Blankenship as being
on top of their game on the trip.
Sulzberger and Mack teamed up to

Golfers confident after three top
ten finishes at Border Olympics
by Duffy Flub
The Rice University golf team
would gladly trade the beaches and
palm trees of Miami for the cacti and
desert of Laredo if they could play
the kind of golf they did in the Border Olympics golf tournament in
Laredo. The team bounced back
from a disappointing tournamnt in
Miami to beat every Southwest
Conference school and finish second in the Border Olympics.
The team finished 14th out of 18
teams in the University of Miami's
National Collegiate Invitational.The
conditions were windy the first two
days which yielded some higher
than normal scores. The University
of Florida, however, managed to

dominated the field which featured
ten of the top 20 golf schools in the
nation. The Owls were led by Brad
McGuir and Alan Rosen who shot
230 and 231 respectively. The rest of
the team consisting of James Hanse,
Jeff Makohon, and Mike Longpre
rounded out the individual scoring
for the team The golfers finished
with a respectable final round of 299,
but it was not enough to move them
up considerably in the standings.
The Border Olympics was an entirely different story for the Owls.
Although the team played poorly in
Miami, Rosen, who led the team in
scoring at Laredo with a 7th place
finish at 222 (74, 77, 71), felt confident about the Border Olympics.
"Miami was our first tournament in
over three months on a tough golf

course against tough competition
for that long, you are a little rusty,"
he said.
McGuire felt the team needed to
bounce back from Miami for future
implications. "We wanted to establish ourselves as a force to be reckoned with in the spring," McGuire
commented. The team did just that
by beating every Southwest Conference school in the same tournament
for the first time in at least 25 years.
The team also beat seven top 25
schools in the 15 team field. Only
12th ranked Southwestern Lousiana
bettered the Owls by seven shots.
It was truly a team effort Three
players finished in the top 10 individually and each member played
and important role in the team's final
SEE RICE, PAGE 15
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win two of their three doubles
matches. Each went 5-0 in singles.
Diepraam was even more impressive
in stints at number two, number
three and number four singles spots,
winning all five of her singles
matches and two doubles matches in
straight sets.
TTie dual match against Hawaii
was postponed due to rain and rescheduled to be played three days
later, t h e s a m e day as t h e
Chaminade match. Apparently, playing two teams on the same day was
no more stressful than playing one
for the Owls, as they followed up a 60 victory with a 5-1 triumph. The
Chaminade shutout must have been

Owls warm up for Track
Nationals in Indianapolis
by Ali Uberecken
Imagine sprinting down the runway, picking up speed continuously,
counting your steps, looking for the
mark through a blur of effort Here is
the mark. Step! Focusing all your
energy into one moment, you hurtle
yourself through the tension-filled
air. Stretch, strain for one more elusive inch.
Rice's Sonya Henry didn't have to
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Who Else But Zenith Could Fit
386 Desktop PC Performance m
Into Your PC Budget?
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ZENITH INNOVATES AGAIN

m
m

From the world's number one family of PC
compatibles* comes Zenith's Z-386 SX—
for faster, more affordable 386 power!

If you're ready for 386 desktop
performance, but your budget isn't, then
Zenith Data Systems has just the answerSX.
M the Z-386
With the number-crunching power of the
Mi
Intel 386SX™ microprocessor, the Z-386 SX
£$
offers special cache memory to give you
vS-A' processing speeds faster than many
iaWwj
conventional 386 desktop PCs.
And yet, its SX architecture makes the
Z-386 SX about as affordable as a 286
So you can run high-performance
m desktop.
386 software for advanced financial, scientific
•jtyf and engineering applications... without the
m 386 price.
Zenith's Z-386 SX also lets you take
t{ft*?
advantage of thousands of industry standard
£vv< peripherals... as well as such advanced
m operating environments as MS OS/2® It even
M comes standard with MS-DOS 3.3 Plus® and
a VGA video card. And all hard drive models
1$
dii include Microsoft® Windows/386.
So if you've always wanted 386 desktop
m
K.V-r
performance-but at a 286 desktop price-get
m Zenith's innovative Z-386 SX today!
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For 386 Desktop Performance On A 286
Desktop Budget, Get Zenith's Z-386 SX
Today At:

RICE CAMPUS STORE
527-4052
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particularly embarrassing to the
opposition, which was double-bageled in every individual match, 6-0,60. In fact, Rice won 43 of its 48 total
individual matches during the trip.
Purdue, North Carolina, and UIT
are next on Rice's hit list These
teams will likely challenge the Owls
to a much greater extent Says Blankenship, "We will be facing more resistance over the next six matches
and they will be real pivotal to see if
we can do without one of our top
players (Katie Nederveld who is
sidelined with a stress fracture) and
get good results."The Purdue match
is slated for 2:00 today at Jake Hess
Stadium.

J

Windows, a product and trademark of Microsoft Corporation MS-DOS 3 3 Plus and MS OS/? are registered trademarks of Microsoft Corporation
c 1989. Zenith Data Systems

imagine long jumping at Florida's
Last Chance meetthis pastweekend.
She did it With her incredible 20 feet
6 1/4 in. jump, she secured a spot in
the NCAA Division I Indoor Track
Nationals this weekend in Indianapolis.
Everyone at Florida's meet had
hopes of capturing national qualifying standards. But, for most, intentions remained unrealized. Heather
McDermid and Michelle Barz
missed qualifying for the 800 by less
than two seconds. Although both
athletes are top collegiate runner's,
the qualifying s t a n d a r d s filter
through the best in the country in
order to limit the competition to a
small handful. Obviously, qualifying
is not easy.
However, the Rice track team is
great among the great We finished
sixth at last year's nationals. This
i years promises to be equally rewarding. "We're one of the highest qualifying teams in the country," said a
very proud Victor Lopez, the
women's head coach.
In addition to Henry in the long
jump, Rice will be represented by
Rosy Edeh in the 200 and Claudia
Hayward in the triple jump. Both, at
the moment, are ranked second in

OWL
L©@K
their respective events. Robyn
Bryant like Edeh, will double in the
200 and 4x400 relay. Heather
McDermid and Michelle Lynch
complete Rice's awesome mile relay
team. Cherrise Taylor will compete
with Hayward in the triple jump.
On the men's side, Gabrial Luke
will be our school's only representative. But Luke could possibly make a
name for both himself and the school
when he races in the 400. Luke is
currently ranked third in the 400.
Two weeks ago at Arkansas's
Last C h a n c e m e e t , t h e Rice
Women's team once again dominated. Mary McCoy, Lila Washington, and Ali Uberecken turned in
personal bests in the 55, 400, and
mile, respectively. Those not competing at nationals have turned their
efforts towards a great outdoor season which will begin with the Texas
Southern Relays, March 23-24.
While the 800 lasts over two minutes, the long jump is over in a few
short seconds. No matter how outstanding the mark or time might be,
neither competition time adequately
represents the effort leading to the
performance. Yet, satisfaction does
come with every extra inch jumped
and every split second cut. At this
high level of competition, however,
such improvements are rare and
hard-sought Nevertheless, Rice has
repeatedly progressed. We do
things right. At nationals, we will
prove again that the Rice way is the
best way.

T H E RICE T H R E S H E R
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As All-American as hot dogs, apple pie, and picket lines
by Charles Kuffner
I got up this morning and it was
Monday. Always a bad sign. Especially after a week's vacation and a
hardly-touched take-home test. I
always feel as motivated as Harold
Stassen's campaign manager under
these conditions, but today there
was more. It hit me why while I was
eating my Lucky Charms and reading "Dear Abby:" Spring training
hasn't started yet
I know what you're thinking.
Surely, Mister Big Shot Sports Fan,
this can't come as a revelation to you.
Surely, youVe been reading about
the forever-bogged-down negotiations and the threats of strikes and

Vandy
FROM PAGE 13

moving to third to give Cook his
second game winning rbi of the
year. Merritt Robinson grounded
out to the shortstop allowing the
final run to score.
In game two of the series the
Owls were looking better than they
have all year shutting down Vandy
with a 5-0 shutout It was Polasek's
fourth win and in the game Eireman
had his fourth homerun. There was
a controversial balk call in the fourth
inning on Commodore pitcher Mike
McLochlin (3-1) that was strongly
contested by both head coach Roy
Mewbourne and assistant Sam Ewing. It ended with Ewing being
ejected from the ballpark. Commodore centerfielder Mike Skaggs
broke an NCAA record, a dubious
one at that, in the game for most
career strikeouts with 183.
Going into Wednesday's game
catcher Cook was batting .406 with

dings and has a reason why these
two should not be joined in holy
matrimony and speaks now instead
of forever holding your peace. Have
you no compassion for the suffering
of others? How can you look at the
sports pages these days and not feel
for us?
Baseball is more than just a game.
It's more than just a great way to pass
a summer's day. It's even more than
hokey movies starring Robert
Redford and Wilford Brimley. Base-

ball is constancy. It's reassurance
that some things stay the way they
were meant to be. Amidst the craziness of free agency, drug scandals
and the prospect of Brent
Musberger doing the play-by-play
for the next four years, the game
itself remains the same. Ninety feet
between the bases. Three strikes
and you're out Simple enough for
children in a sandlot, elegant and
complex enough for grown men over
115 major league seasons.
Maybe I could make it through
the summer without watching a
game on TV. Maybe 1 could live with
the thought that the Yankees have
absolutely no chance to go to the
World Series. But I can't live without
being able to turn to the sports pages

and read the boxscores. I'd sooner
have you take away Calvin and Hobbes. I'll be all right for now, but in a
month or so if things haven't
changed, I'll be a wreck. I'm still
paying the therapist bills from the
1981 strike.
I can't go on like this. Something
has to give. I need my fix. I want
baseball and I want it now. I may lose
my rationality and objectivity if
something doesn't happen soon, and
we wouldn't want that to happen,
now would we?
Answer to Trivia Question #8:
Wilt Chamberlain's 100 points is the
NBA single-game record.
Trivia Question #9: Who preceded Donald Fehr as representative for the baseball players' union?

17 hits in his last 30 at bats. He has
seven stolen bases, eleven rbi's, and
has a.489 on base percentage. Jones
is tied for first in the conference with
three saves and he has a 2.70 ERA,
best among Owl starters. Steve

Ramharter is out of the line-up indefinitely because of an injury to his
right hand. He is still able to pitch
which he demonstrated Wednesday
pitching the final two innings. He
batted .348. Allen leads the team in

stolen bases, with nine for nine.
There are four teams in the SWC
in the top twenty-five in the nation.
Arkansas is seventh, Texas twelth,
A&M is eighteenth and Baylor is
twenty-fifth. Although Baylor has

not play top caliber teams their
numbers have to be reconded with.
They have a .355 batting average,
2.70 ERA, .962 fielding percentage
and have arecord of 16-3. Rice stands
at 12-9, a .571 winning percentage.

Pack

which was one lap of the course.
Cheville's finish was enough to
cementa solid sixth for the weekend.
The women's race was a nightmare. K. Jump rode an extra twelve
miles, after following two UT riders
down a wrong turn. Against everyone's recommendations, Folk rode
the race, ankles covered in bandages
and head still hurting. The pair took
ninth and thirteenth overall.
Itwas the job of the other B riders
to protect Wick and S. Jump's lead in
the road race. After dropping almost
half the riders in the hills, the B pack
kept the hammer down and made it
hurt for the first of two laps. With

only a few miles left in the lap, Wick
flatted and pulled out of the pack.
Feigert and Anselm stayed back and
sacrificed their bodies to help their
teammate. Feigert pulled Wick, who
was drafting, a third of the way to the
pack. Anselm picked up where he
left off, and they worked together to
close on the pack. Wick eventually
caught the pack, to finish second
after 54 miles. S. Jump finished well,
too, earning them fifth and ninth, respectively, overall.
The men's A race was a grueling
81 miles. The pack strung out
quickly, with the help of the state
road champion at the lead. Bensin-

ger lost the leaders after he was
caught behind a wreck. Wey led the
chase group and hung in for a sixth
place finish in the race and overall.
Rice hosts a stage race this weekend, with aroad race and time trial on
Saturday and criterion on Sunday.
Sunday's race is on campus in front
of Lovett Hall and promises some
high-speed chills and thrills on a demanding course. Racing starts at
11:00 a.m. on Sunday and continues
until 3:00 p.m., so there are no excuses for missing it A party with free
beer and pizza sponsored by Chicago Pizza follows the racing.

lockouts for weeks now. Well, you're
right, I've known, but it just never
really occurred to me that we would
actually enter March without spring
training.
I mean, isnt that against the law
or something? It's not natural. Spring
without spring training is like peanut
butter without jelly, Mr. Rogers without his neighborhood, Donald without Ivana
Now, I know some of you out
there are glad the baseball season is
at best starting late and at worst not
starting at all. You probably couldn't
be happier with the way the talks
have been going. I know your type.
You're the type that goes to see Snow
White and cheers for the wicked
queen, or the type that goes to wed-

FROM PAGE 13

Steve Bensinger, after sitting in
the pack for the seventy-five minutes
of the men's A criterion decided,
"Yeah, I think I'll win this one." So he
did, showing everyone there why he
is one of the top sprinters in the
country. Wey also finished well, after
pulling the pack around the course
for more than an hour.
The deciding stage was to be the
road race. It was on a 27 mile loop in
hills so big they needed climbing
lanes for cars. Since the biggest hill
Rice has to train on in Houston is the
Edloe overpass over highway fifty
nine, they were at a distinct disadvantage. Cheville and Lum cruised to
easy top-ten finishes in the C race,

ahead of Baylor for the tournament.
The one-shot victory was even more
gratifying due to a one stroke loss to
FROM PAGE 14
Baylor earlier in the year.
By beating every SWC school,
score of 894.
The Owls started with a 303 first the Owls moved into a tie for first
round which placed them seventh. with Texas with 150 points. TournaBut a score of 72 from McGuire ments during the year earn points for
along with three 74's from Mark conference teams for their respecPfingston, Makohon, and Longpre, tive finishes. The final tournament is
totaled 294, the lowest second round the All-American tournament hosted
total byfiveshots. The team's second by the University of Houston at Bear
day performance moved into third Creek Golf World (April 6-8). Their
place. Rosen led the team on the final next competition is the Morris Wilround with a birdie par 71. The liams Intercollegiate in Austin (Mar.
team's 297 total finished one stroke 23-25).
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LOVETTCOLLEGE

CASINO PART7

Rice

A Call for Volunteers
in the
Rice Office of Undergraduate
Admission
Within the next few weeks, the Office of Admission
will begin accepting applications for persons
wishing to serve on the Student Admission Council
and/or as Senior Admission Interviewers.
Program Descriptions:
Student Admission Council: A core group of 30
volunteers who organize, coordinate, and oversee
campus tours, overnight hosting, visits to local and
hometown high schools, telephone campaigns to
accepted students, and the ever-popular Owl Day.
Committee positions available on all projects.
Applications available in Admission Office; due
March 26.
Student Inten/iewers: A select group of senior Rice
students assist the Admission Office by conducting
on-campus interviews during the academic year.
This is a weekly responsibility with heavy obligation
during the fall. The interviewer's evaluation
becomes an official part of the candidate's application.
No prior involvement in admission-related functions
required. Applications available in College Offices; due
April 2.
For more information, stop by the Admission Office
Lovett Hall, Door C, Room 109.
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LOVETT COLLEGE
COMMONS

m

X MARKS THE PARTY
f O O R
T 7 J A V X L -TREfSOVi • / v i a .
KWKO'S -AL'J

QATTl'S
fOKMAL WtAR
HOZJT>AYINN (M*"CTX)

Door Prizes:
-Jlound Trip Ttiaht in the Continental U.S. or IMexico
from Travel Trends.
-One INiafrt in the Luxury Suite oj the Tied. Center
Holiday Inn.
-Large Pizzas Jrom Mr. Gatti's.
-Tie and Cummerbund Set Jrom AL's.
*Drau>ings will be made throughout

the party*

T-shirt- $6; Poster- $3; Ticket $3 (Rice), $5 (non-Rice)
T-shirt, Poster, Ticket together- $10; call 630-8501
Tickets will be on sale in advance from 12 p.m.-5 p.m. Saturday March 10 at Lovett
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The Pub: birthplace of most Misclass
The following letter is the Backpage's
version of what Pat Huttenbach, the
new RPC secretary, might like to say to
his constituents:
Dear Sirloins,
When I herd that many people
practically had a cow over my vitus
before the elections, I was naturally
disappointed. Hay, I guess I was
being kind of a maverick, and I understand their beef but I'm ready to do a
veal good job and to bevo the best
RPC Secretary that I can possibly be.
It's just that when I realized no udder
person was running, I thought I'd
milk it for all it was worth. It took.a
real ribbing from probably calf the
university, but I'm honestly bullish
on the job and ready for the prime
time. I will do my best to work for the
Rice community as a holstein. I steak
my reputation on it.
Sincerely, Pat.
Pat, for the good of the flock— er, the
organization, we think you should
resign.. .from using puns.

A personal letter to Jay and Pete:
"Would you prefer to be permanently deaf or have your genitals
permanently numb?"
Pete: No comment
Jay: What?
Overheard from a Sidget in WRC
commons:
"We jack off the campus our sophomore year."
Overheard at the Thresher office:
"My boobs don't come up to his belly
button."
Dante left out the six and a half level
of hell in the Inferno, the one where
people sit around and study organic
all day.
The Rice Campus Store — a Mecca
for those wearing polyester.
If foreplay lasted half the time as
pregame coverage does, the world
would be a much better place.
I just hate the color commentary.

A retaliation from the RPC Presidentelect, who feels slandered and still
wants a "Fuck the Thresher" TG...
The Top Ten Reasons Why
Jay Yates, the BPE, Will Make
a Really Lousy Thresher Editor:
10. Campo Bob's Cooking Corner.
9. Burying an article about Rice's
Cotton Bowl victory over Notre
Dame on page 18.
8. The SA President's "You want it,
Yu got it" column in which each
week one lucky reader wins a dream
vacation with Spencer himself.
7. Ken Dye, fine arts editor.
6. Expanding the Backpage to a pullout four-page section with color
photos.
No photos!
—BPE
5. "Dave Egelman's Search for
Truth" on the front page.
4. Getting arrested while running
Club 13 with Magaret Thatcher during the Summit
3. Giving out free advertising to 1900-4CHICKS.
2. Gating drunk at the Pub while
singing along with Kevin Morrissey
and deciding not to putouta Thresher
for vet another week.
1. Too many stories that are only
understood bv his friends.

"He was warm, fed and fucked."
—Thomas Pynchon,
Gravity's Rainbow
Overheard on Lift #7 at Taos during
break:
"Okay, this afternoon I wanna jump
everything."
He told you they would put you on the
back, Paige.
Q. What has 30 arms and legs, but no
pubic hair?
A. The front row of the New Kids on
the Block concert
Fellatio—it's not just a job, it's an
adventure.
Overheard before the WRC Tower
Party:
"But...I'm violent in my own bed."
Wouldn't it be great if every time you
whacked off you got beer?
The other eighty percent already have
incentive.
"The knight was not interested in
women; his horse seemed much
more valuable to him."
—Simone de Beauvior,
in the Second Sex

Overheard at Pat O'Brien's during
Mardi Gras:
T h i s is like the Pub with cute guys."
"Shut up and lie down..."
How romantic can a guy get?
Overheard in 211 Baker:
"So, what is it that attracts you to
football players so much?"
T h e i r integrity...I mean their endurance. Wait what does integrity
mean?"

I don't know why everyone is so excited about the summit coming to
Rice. I mean, we don't even sell out
Autry Court.
"If I wanted to find some Archi-bacteria, where would I go?"
—Frank Fisher, BIOL 202

A kiss is just a kiss, but a cigar is a nopest strip for women.

Just come to the Subscriber Services window at
Jones Hall n o earlier than 15 minutes before
the concert you wish to attend.

*

All concerts on Saturday and Monday at
8:00 p.m., Sunday at 2:30 p.m.
Please bring your current valid I.D. (2 seats per
I.D.). Seating at the discretion of the Box Office,
subject to availability.
For information on concert schedules and ticket
availability, Call 227-ARTS.
•
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THE HOUSTON SYMPHONY'

Friday,
March 9

"Hanszen College Night
•WRCTG.
•WRC Party.
• HACERfilm:Psycho.
• Baseball vs. W. Kentucky, 7 p.m.
•The Backpage would like to say something nice...

Saturday,
March 1 0

• Lovett Casino Party.
• Baseball vs. Western. Kentucky, 2 p.m.
•about George Rupp. Something. Anything.

Sunday,
March 11

• Rice Cyclying Team hosts the Tour of the Flatlands
Race. This intercollegiate competition will pass in front
of Lovett Hall. Races begin at 11 a.m. and will continue
until approximately 3:30 p.m.
•After serious deliberations, extensive contemplation,
and two six-packs, we, the Backpage staff...

Tuesday,
March 1 3

*At large elections.
• Baseball vs. Kansas, 7 p.m.
• have decided, in the true Backpage fashion, to steal...

Wednesday,
March 1 4

• College Swim Meet See your sports rep for details.
• what we think is the best compliment the man has
ever received from an undergraduate here at Rice:

Thursday,
March 1 5

•Pub Night
Wiess Tabl
• "Hey Rupp, nice ass!"

Of course, I never go Notes & Notices
BAYLOR LAW SCHOOL SCHOLARSHIP:
Available for Rice grads. See the prelaw
adviser, P. Bass, MWF 9:30 - 11:00 for Info.
GALOR (Gays and Lesbians of Rice) will
host Jackie Schlmmel, Action co-chairperson of ACT-UP Houston, at our next
meeting on Sunday, March 16th at 4 p.m.
Come and see what makes this controversial organization tick. Call 630-0247.
SPEW YOUR CREATIONS OVER the airways
of Houston. All writers, poets, satirists, da
da-ists, etc., are invited to read their works
on KTRU's new Spoken of Sorts show, Thursdays at 9 p.m. Come by KTRU, 2nd floor Ley
Student Center, or call Rodney, 527-4096.
MARCH 20, 1990 7-8:30 p.m. Sewail 301:
"Sex and the Politics of Choice: Some
Considerations for a New Decade" Chris
Steele.
FOUND - 3.5" disks left at Major's Day on
Friday, February 16. Please contact Carrie
in academic advising to Identify.
LOST: brown, wire-frame glasses in a light
blue case. Call 630-8758.

THE FINAL BARTENDER TRAINING THIS SEMESTER WILL be held on Thursday, March
22nd, at Brown College commons from 79 p.m. Call Student Activities (X4097).

«

Dollar longnecks for those with graph paper?!?

Overheard at Weiss:
T r u s t me, I'm drunk"

Overheard at Baker:
"You don't make love, Pat — you
fuck."

The Assignment:

•

Overheard from a Rice physics major as he reconnects the battery terminal in his car:
"Fortunately my shoes are grounded
so I won't get shocked."
This physics major sounds half-baked.

THE RICE UNIVERSITY PHILOSOPHY CLUB
will hold a meeting featuring "philosophy
In science fiction." We will show an episode of Star Trek: the Next Generation and
then discuss aspects of eplstemology and
consciousness based on the show. Come
to Fondren 414 at 7 p.m., Monday, 3/12!
Questions: call Klra Stieblng at 666-4476.

The Houston Symphony invites
you to take a break from class to come hear the
exciting performances of the 1989/90 Classical
Season at a great price!

Pub should have Geek Mondays.

Overheard in WRC 101, from a visiting 12-year-old to a senior.
"I won't say "yes' to anything you
have to offer."

French 102 professor, discussing
travel in France:
"I usually end up sleeping with five
strange men."
They say that a semester abroad is
enlightening.

THE HOUSTON SYMPHONY
$5.00 STUDENT RUSH TICKETS

•

Overheard on the ride home from
spring break:
"I like my skis like I like my men —
long, waxed, and hard. But my skis
are better than my men because
they're better to go down with, they
can be adjusted for tight or loose
binding, they pop off easier, and
most of all, they're only rented."

THE

THE RICE UNIVERSITY SERVICE AWARD,
given In memory of Dean Hugh Scott
Cameron, Is awarded each year to "the
Individuals of the Student Association,
past and present, who have been most
exemplary In rendering service to the Rice
University student body." The awards
have been granted since 1948 to as man* ^
as lour recipients a year and consist of a r r
Inscribed bronze medal, given traditionally at the graduation ceremony. Please
consider worthy members of the student
body, both past and present, and submit a
nomination. These nominations should be
In the Student Activities Office, RMC Cloisters by 5 p.m., March 23, 1990.
CAMPANILE BUSINESS MANAGER. If you
are interested In being the Business Manager for the 1991 Campanile please call
Sandra in the Student Organizations office, x4079 before Friday, March 16,1990.
Candidates must have completed ACCO
305 or the equivalent.
APPLICATION DEADLINE EXTENDED FOR
Career Discovery Weekend. New deadline Is Tuesday, March 13th.
UPCOMING CAREER SERVICES WORKSHOPS: "Researching Companies," Mon.,
3/12, 7 p.m. at the Jones School Library;
"Assertlveness Skills," Tues., 3/13,7 p.m. In
the CSC Conf. Rm.; "Careers In International Affairs," Wed., 3/14,7 p.m. at Farnsworth.
WORKSHOPS IN THE COLLEGES: "Career
Decision-Making," Tues., 3/13, Jones;
"Stress Management," Wed., 3/14, Baker.
Both workshop* held Immediately after
dinner.

OFFICE — Full time. Grade 8. A minimum of
two years experience In office operations;
typing 60 w.p.m. accurately; good verbal
communication skills; and a working
knowledge of IBM PC (Word Perfect) required.
COLLEGE SWIM MEET: Wed. March 14th.
Entries due March 13. For Info, call Lisa at
527-40S8.
SUPER SUNDAY "Frisbee Golf" on Sun.
March 16 at 5:30 p.m. Entries due March
16. For Info, call Lisa at 527-4058.
BECOME A HELATH REPRESENTATIVE VOLUNTEER for your college. For more Inormafion call 285-5194.
GREAT Internship available In recruiting
and human resources at Foley's Downtown. $7/hour. Sophomore or Junior preferred. See Lynne in Career Services.
If you are Interested In getting involved In
the upcoming elections by volunteering

for Democratic candidates (l.e. Richards,
et al), contact Darien at 630-6957.
HELP WANTED: Jewish youth advisors, to
work with elementary and high school
students. Contact 723-6361.
IF YOU HAVE RECEIVED a Biographical
Survey, please remember to complete It
and return It via campus mall to Juliana
Ortegon at Lovett College. Thanks!
ANN BEATTIE, author of Picturing Will, reads
from her fiction on March 12,124 HH4 p.m.
ATTENTION MODERN GOLIARDS: Proposals are now being accepted for the Gollard Summer Travel Scholarship. $500 will
be awarded to the most creative proposal. Come by Academic Advising.
Cheerteadind tryouts are on April 5. An
organizational meeting is on March 12 at
4 p.m. In the gymnastics room at the gym
and clinics will be held Mon.-Thurs. 4 to
5:30 p.m. For info, call Carol at 630-6327.

See ya Monday through
Thursday Classified Ads
HELP WANTED
NATIVE SPEAKERS of Spanish and other
Western European languages, Chinese,
Arabic, Turkish and many others may
qualify for well-paying contract work as
interpreters/translators. Call Rey at Global
Communication Services, 464-0339.

to help with chores and pups. 4 hours a
week, $7.50 per hour. Please call 6673451.
A FREE GIFT JUST FOR CALLING: PLUS RAISE
UP TO $1,700 In only 10 days. Student
groups, frats and sororities needed for
marketing project on Campus. For details,
group officers call 1-800-765-6472 x50.

WANTED: Mother's helper to carpool two
children, age 6 and 8. Must have a car.
Hours 3-6 p.m. Schedule may vary. Hunters Creek area. Call Liz 236-3951 (D), 6808788 (E).

DAYCAMP COUNSELOR needed for summer of 1990. Strong outdoor nature skills,
sports skills and experience with children
preferred. Call Kathryn, Southwest YMCA
664-9622.

RELIABLE DATA ENTRY PERSON needed.
$5/hour, part-time temporary. Flexible
hours between 8 and 5. Marketing Department, Houston Museum of Natural Science in Hermann Park. Drop resume at
Museum Information desk.

RECEPTIONIST-MEDICAL 2+ yrs. exp. In
Doctors Office/Lab;, Insurance exp. helpful. In Medical Center 790-0540.

SMALL INVESTMENT FIRM had part-time Job
opening. Financial research and office
help. Full-time for summer. Experience on
IBM PC/Lotus 123 helpful. Salary up to $8/
hour. Call 651 -9960 or 651 -9989 for details.
GOLD FILLINGS USUALLY COST A FORTUNE
but I'll pay you to restore your decayed
first molar. Senior dental student needs
patient for state boards June 1. Dr. Engel,
527-4087.
CHILDCARE, PARTTIME IN MY HOME, afternoons necessary; must have transportation to pick up children at schools. Five
days or part week. No smoking. Call 2719274.
CLERICAL HELP, PART-TIME, must have
good typing skills, flexible schedule. Call
623-2675.
ATTENTION - HIRING! Government Jobs your area. Many Immediate openings
without waiting list or test. $17,840 $69,465. Call 1-602-836-6885 XR10733.
ATTENTION: EARN MONEY READING
BOOKSI $32,000/year Income potential.
Detail*. (1) 602-836-6685 Ext. Bk 10733.

U.S. PEACE CORPS RECRUITERS will be at
the Rice campus Tuesday, Wednesday
and Thursday, March 6,7,6 at the Student
Center 9 a.m. to 4 p.m..

ATTENilON: EASY WORK. EXCELLENT PAYI
Assemble products at home. Details. (1)
602-836-8885 Ext. W-10733.

ADMINISTRATIVE SECRETARY/PRESIDENT'S

MOM-TO-BE IN BELLAIRE needs someone

HELP WANTED $$$$$$ $4.50 hr. Plus projects. "Carnegie-Mellon entrepreneur"
needs assistants In the start-up of a new
business (primarily Import and export of
greeting cards and prints from Europe.)
Job expectations are everything from
packaging to marketing to computer
programming. Good for those Interested
In entrepreneurship and International
business. So if your are creative and can
work hard please call: 974-7662 or 1 -800642-7823. Offices located at 5750 Bintliff,
Just off of Harwin. Flexible hOurs. Paid
weekly. Spontaneous, yet kick-back atmosphere.

FOR SALE
BICYCLE - 60 c.m. Crescent 317. Reynolds
531, mostly Campy, Including headset.
Sew-ups. $200 firm. D. Huffman, 523-6735.
FURNITURE,HOUSEWARES,VINTAGE
CLOTHING, REFRIDGERATOR—yard sale
March 9-10 4407 Jane St. Bellaire, 6651413.
MECHANIC'S RACING BIKE, $450 firm. 54
cm. purple '66 Panasonic Team Europe IIF/S, Columbus tubes, Tange forks/stays.
Extra wheels. Custom equipment, call D.
Huffman, 523-6735.
BICYClf TO KERRVILLEI Depart Saturday 4/
7 for 17th Annual Easter Hill Country Bicycle Tour (separate cost.) Camping,
cooking, b a g g o g e van, other details flexible. Shared-cost, break-even, excess
divided, $150 deposit by 3/30. D. Huffman,

